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< ~ ? ^ t will be my privilege to highlight, briefly, some of 

the issues arising out of management of competing programs 
and the cost-benefit considerations involving our alternatives 
in resource use. 

One might say that the ambition of this panel, as, indeed, 
the purpose of this conference, is to seek solutions to the 
question which conservation poses today: shall we have a 
living environment, or must we accept living conditions 
which steadily deteriorate? 

The great poet Robert Frost once said, with the character
istic wisdom of a man who has lived close to nature, "What 
makes a nation in the beginning is a good piece of 
geography." 

As a Nation, we have been blessed with the greatest and 
richest piece of geography on earth. I doubt that many of you 
here, and I believe you are predominantly Westerners, would 
take issue with the statement that the richest and most 
spectacular of these blessings lie in the great Western part 
of our country, distributed lavishly but perhaps inequitably 
among the Western states. 

Where 
are 
we 

going...? 

in 
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It is a coincidence of nature, geography, and our national 
growth pattern that two of the great conservation agencies — 
the Bureau of Reclamation and the National Park Service — 
both have their origins in the West. 

Yellowstone in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho, was estab
lished by Congress in 1872 as our first National Park to 
protect its unique thermal features, its abundant wildlife, and 
its scenic lakes, rivers, and gorges. Yosemite in California 
was established soon after. 

Nearly three-quarters of a century ago, legislation was 
signed by President Theodore Roosevelt to create the Bureau 
of Reclamation. Its mission was to concern itself with the 
conservation, development and use of the water resources in 
the arid parts of the West. 

In those long-ago years of our beginnings, our mutual 
problems were vastly different from those of today. In 1900 — 
two years before the Bureau of Reclamation began its work, 
the District of Columbia had twice as many people as the area 
we now know as Arizona. California, for all its size and 
celebrated attractions, was home to fewer than one and a 
half million people, something under eight per square mile. 
Other Western states were even more sparsely settled. While 
most of the West was arid, there was water enough for all if 
adequate collection and distribution systems could be 
devised. 

In that same year, there were six National Parks, with an 
annual visitation of about 100,000. With a total population of 
only 76 million people — most of whom did little traveling 
beyond the nearby county seat or a summer cottage at the 
lake —the impact of too many human feet or too many wheels 
wasn't a serious problem. 

You all know how the picture has changed. Today, 200 
million people live in the United States, most of them 
crowded into huge population centers. 

Last year, we recorded more than 133 million visitors to 
well over 200 areas of the National Park System. 

Last year — and, indeed, for many years before — states, 
counties, cities, towns and other governmental groups, 
fought for a share of the West' s available water supply. 

To put it simply, we have all virtually been overwhelmed 
by people, by houses, by concrete, by automobiles, by 
asphalt, by the insatiable demands and pressures fostered 
by an affluence unequalled in history. 

In past years, we could each go our own way, doing our 
own jobs. Scant attention was paid to a basic truth then 
acknowledged by only a few far-seeing men: That every
thing in nature is hitched to something else; that anything 
we do, sooner or later, affects someone else. Perhaps we 
could, at one moment in time, afford the luxury of a myopic 
viewpoint toward the use and management of natural r e 
sources. But the world did not stand still, and it never will. 

No longer can anyone disregard his neighbor. The pres
sures are too great —the needs are too urgent. 

This is not visionary rhetoric. I know, and you know, that 
somehow we must learn to meet all of man's needs with the 
resources that are available to us. This is the ultimate 
challenge of conservation. Whatever else may intrude upon 
the national conscience or absorb our time and treasure, 
this challenge is the major fact of life in 1967. 

This does not suggest that we have not been trying to meet 
the challenge. We have been trying, and I think great progress 
has been made. Certainly the seeds of cooperation at all 
levels have taken firm root, and all of the groups and organi
zations represented here can take justifiable pride in what 
has been done. We have proved that we can work together, 
if there is the will —even though sometimes the will has to 
be encouraged, and sometimes it takes a while to get it 
worked up. 
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The three Teton s as seen from Old Elk Road, east of Deadman's Bar. 
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Let me cite two instances to make the point. 
A controversy plagued us for several years with our 

sister agency —the Bureau of Reclamation —in the operation 
of Jackson Lake in Grand Teton National Park, one of the 
crown jewels in the National Park System. I am sure many 
of you have visited this park, and been thrilled by the splen
dor of its chain of peaks mirrored on the waters of Jackson 
Lake. 

However beautiful, this lake is a reservoir, and has been 
since 1907. Water is stored, and released down the Snake 
River to maintain storage at Palisades Dam and provide 
water for irrigation of crops in Idaho. 

In earlier years, the water was let out of Jackson Lake 
during the height of the visitor season. The quality of a park 
experience was impaired by this drawdown and recreational 
opportunities downstream on the Snake River were curtailed 
in late summer. In 1961, the drawdown was 39 feet —not 
much compared to an average drawdown of around 185 feet 
at Fontana Lake bordering the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park —but 39 feet at Jackson Lake was ruinous for 
the park. 

I'm happy to report that we have resolved most of these 
problems in our negotiations with the Bureau of Reclamation. 
The lake level is now maintained during most of the summer 
season when the park is full of visitors. The release schedule 
has been adjusted to accommodate our visitors, to provide 
adequate water in the Snake for its full recreational use, and 
to maintain the other necessary downstream uses. 

I had hoped that a similar accommodation of program needs 
at Fontana Lake, a TVA multi-purpose project, could be in 
operation by this date. Unfortunately, we have not had similar 
success. 

Of all the blights that destroy scenic values, few are worse 
than powerlines. We've had some hard problems on this 
score. We've solved some and failed to solve some, and 
some are still unresolved. One recent case at Natchez Trace 
Parkway is eloquent testimony to interagency cooperation. 

Here the TVA planned to locate its 500 KVA Maury-
Davidson transmission line along the route proposed for the 
parkway, near its Nashville terminus. In this location, the 
powerline would have destroyed the very values we sought 
to protect. 

So we started talking, and this last spring an effective 
and supportable alternative was found. The line is now under 
construction and when it isfinished, itwillnot be an eyesore 
to the people using the parkway. 

I wish the powerlines at Estes Park, Colorado, had been 
located with similar concern for scenic values, but in that 
day and time, esthetic considerations were not so urgent. 

In the October-November issue of Reclamation News, 
which carried the program for this conference, the headline 
on the lead story is: "Creative Water Management, Reclama
tion's Future." The subhead is: "In this theme, our Hawaiian 
Convention stresses sensibility to change and ingenuity in 
action." 

In all our history as a Nation, we have been far too insen
sitive to the effects of the changes we have inflicted on our 
resource base and on our landscape. Our ingenious works 
often have been thrust upon the land without heed of conse
quences. Too often the dollar signs on the benefits we could 
see outweighed the intangible values too few of us could 
understand. 

The time has come when the consequences of our acts 
can no longer be ignored, or lightly passed over. There must 
be an upsurge in sensitivity for our total environment. 

Most of the projects proposed by the Corps of Engineers 
or the Bureau of Reclamation or the TVA are analyzed in 

terms of their cost/benefit ratio. Such factors as irrigation 
benefits, settlement opportunities, economic growth, area 
redevelopment, flood control, power, fish and wildlife, and 
recreation values all enter the formula. 

The purposes behind these projects are legitimate, and 
ways must be found to serve them. But we must achieve them 
without destruction of other values which are just as great, 
and which serve the whole public. 

Dollar signs and numbers and mathematics are cold and 
hard and exact. We're so used to thinking in these terms 
that we overlook or ignore the fact that few of life's real 
values — and I use the word life in its broadest sense — can 
be tagged with a dollar sign. These are the values no formula 
I've seen can adequately reflect. 

This is true in the Glacier View Dam site on the Flathead 
River, which we oppose. It is true in the proposal to build 
another high dam in the Colorado River, which we also op
pose. It is true in the Buffalo River Dam project in Arkansas, 
which we oppose. 

What dollar value would you put on the shrines of our 
history? How would you compute in dollars the true value 
of Crater Lake or of the swift, clear North Fork of the 
Flathead River in Glacier National Park? 

Of what dollar value is the experience to look into or be 
in the Grand Canyon, carved through eons of time? How do 
you measure in dollars the thrill of your five-year-old son 
catching his first fishfrom a clear, cool stream? What is the 
dollar value of saving an endangered species of our earth? 

How would you compute the cost/benefit ratio of a wilder
ness, or of the ecological treasure represented by the pro
posed Kauai National Park here in Hawaii? 

I can't give you a formula, but these values are as real as 
the yield of an irrigated alfalfa field, or the industry sup
ported by more kilowatt hours of electricity. 

As a people, as a society, we have the power to effect 
massive changes in our environment. Indeed, we have done 
just that — and often the results testify to our lack of intel
ligence. 

Where are we going from here? 
No one knows for certain what our world will be like 50 or 

100 years from today. Much will depend upon our personal 
and national attitudes toward the kind of life we want our 
descendants to have. 

Will we provide a heritage of individual strength, an 
environment rich in the values most of us have enjoyed in 
our lifetimes? Or will we leave behind us only the wretched 
remnants of something that was great? 

A substantial body of scientific thought suggests a program 
of education to limit population. Since man is the greatest 
predator, pollutor, spoiler, and destroyer perhaps there's 
great validity to that viewpoint. Perhaps we need the 
"Malthusian belt" Aldous Huxley talked about 35 years ago. 
Perhaps we need a broader and more specific source of reve
nue that can be directly used to preserve and protect what 
is left of our heritage. At the very least we need better tools 
and more "sensibility to change and ingenuity in action." 

If we don't, there may be little in the future worth worrying 
about. 
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Guest Editorial 

Hide Not Your Light 
Under a Bushel 

A 'nyone connected with the park, r ec rea t ion 
and conservat ion field is constantly challenged to 
find new, e a s i e r , fas ter and more economical ways 
of performing the multitudenous tasks encountered 
each day. We a re constantly looking for modifica
tions in p rocedures , equipment and /o r tools to do 
the job. Often t imes someone e lse has had solutions 
to s imi l a r p rob lems and by sharing our expe r 
iences we can all benefit. 

The P a r k P rac t i ce P r o g r a m can help. The Pa rk P rac t i ce P r o g r a m has long been 
a very valuable tool for the local park and rec rea t ion admin is t ra to r . However, this i s 
an appeal to all local park and rec rea t ion admin i s t r a to r s and personnel to make 
the P a r k P rac t i ce P r o g r a m even m o r e meaningful for those working at the local 
community level . 

This appeal, most par t icu la r ly from the park agencies of sma l l e r towns, c i t ies , 
counties, park d i s t r i c t s and metropol i tan regions , is needed to make the Pa rk 
P r a c t i c e P r o g r a m m o r e useful to you. 

Park Practice publications include "Design" with some 
800 detailed plans of park and other recreation facilities; 
"Guideline" with innumerable park policies and statements 
on practically all phases of park administration; "Gris t" 
with hundreds of solutions to park operational problems, 
tricks of the trade and other shortcuts to park maintenance 
problems; and "Trends", a park quarterly which reports 
on trends in park and outdoor recreation programs and 
philosophies. 

The ideas, sketches, photographs and articles for these 
four publications and for numerous supplements to them are 
assembled by the National Park Service of the Department 
of the Interior. The National Conference on State Parks and 
other units of the Natioanl Recreation and Park Association 
then publish and distribute these materials and perform all 
of the necessary functions related to this phase of the 
program. 

Won't you please share your plans, ideas and management 
tips with others in the field? I know that each of you have 
developed new designs, new methods of procedure and 
helpful hints that could be of inestimable value to all of us. 
Won't each one of you who reads this appeal give serious 
thought to the contributions that you would like to see in 
the Park Practice publications? If you can make a contribu
tion or if you know someone who can, please send your 
suggestions to the Editor, Park Practice, National Park 
Service, 1100 Ohio Drive, Washington, D. C. 20240 

The entire Park Practice Program is a cooperative 
venture and we are deeply indebted to the National Park 
Service for their part in making these publications possible. 
However, they need your help to make them meaningful to 
the local communities. 

Won't you please help make the Park Practice Program 
even more meaningful in the future? Send you ideas in nowl 
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"Watts Branch was for many years a 
favorite dumping place, and therefore, an 
eyesore to the people of the area who were 
apt to see everything from discarded r e 
frigerators to automobile skeletons when 
they passed by . . . " 

After 

NPS Photo by Jack Rottier 

Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson dedicated the 
new Watts Branch Park in Northeast 
Washington, May 18, 1966. 

The stream valley park project was 
made possible through the generosity of 
Mr. Laurance S. Rockefeller, who made 
a gift of $111,000 for the purpose last 
year. 

Development of four acres of the 36-
acre park site was begun by the National 
Park Service in 1965, including land
scaping work, riprap on the stream banks 
and grading and seeding for erosion con
trol, terracing, some walks, and play 
areas. 

Trees and flowering shrubs have been 
planted to provide shade and color 
throughout the blooming season. Benches 
and drinking fountains and play equipment 
provide a pleasant place for leisure-time 
activities in this densely populated sec
tion of the city. 
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JOINT HOUSE-SENATE COLLOQUIUM ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY JULY 17, 1968 

Excerpts from a statement by LAVRANCE S. ROCKEFELLER, Chairman, the Citizen's Advisory Committee on 

Recreation and Natural Beauty. 

• Statesman, philanthropist, businessman, out-
doorsman —Laurance S. Rockefeller is one of 
the most distinguished public servants of our 
time. He is president of the Rockefeller Brothers 
Fund, Inc., the philanthropic foundation estab
lished in 1940 by the five Rockefeller brothers. 
Chairman and coordinator of the 1965 White 
House Conference on Natural Beauty, Mr. 
Rockefeller also headed the Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission throughc.it its 
work from 1958 to 1962. In addition, he is 
president of the Izaak Walton League of America, 
president of the AmericanConservationAssoci-
ation, and active in several other outdoor recre
ation groups. 
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zx he Conservation Foundation Letter for August 12 

headlined that "Congressmen Take First Step Across Com
mittee Lines In Search For National Policy On The Environ
ment". The Letter continued: 

An environmental 'happening' was held on Capitol 
Hill last month. Billed as a 'colloquium to discuss 
national policy for the environment,' the day-long 
session on July 17 was not the usual sort of Con
gressional hearing. 

It was not a formal gathering of the members of 
any one committee. It was not a hearing on any speci
fic pending legislation . . . 

But it was a significant meeting nevertheless, 
simply because it was held. For it was the first time 
in the memories of veteran observers that members of 
different and at times competing Congressional com
mittees had ever come together to grope towards a 
national policy for the environment. It was another 
and important indication of growing and widespread 
concern about deterioration of the environment. 

Mr. Laurance S. Rockefeller, Chairman of The Citizens' 
Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural Beauty, 
appointed by the President, and Chairman of the former 
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, speak
ing at the colloquium said: 

This is an extraordinarily timely and useful under
taking. The American people are vitally concerned, as 
never before, about what is happening to their land, 
their water and their air. They want action to pre
serve and enhance their environment. They are look
ing to political leadership from the city halls to the 
Congress, to the White House for continued and 
accelerated progress. 

I understand that the purpose of this discussion is 
to review current government organization and na
tional policy in the light of the national concern for a 
better environment. 
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Mr. Rockefeller then reviewed major events in our efforts 
to improve our environment, including the work of the 
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, the 
establishment of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, the au
thorization of the Land and Water Conservation Fund, the 
appointment of the President's Recreation Advisory Coun
cil—composed of several Cabinet members, of which the 
Vice President is now the Chairman — the appointment of the 
Citizens' Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural 
Beauty, the holding of the White House Conference on Natural 
Beauty in 1965, and the President's Message to the Congress 
on Natural Beauty that same year. 

Commenting on that message, Mr. Rockefeller observed, 
"This was an extraordinary event in itself. Only a half 
century earlier a powerful Speaker of the House had decreed 
that the 'Congress was not going to spend one damn cent 
for scenery'. Now a President was sending an entire message 
to the Congress calling for action not only on scenery but on 
pollution control, parks, highway design, trails and urban 
improvements as well." 

Mr. Rockefeller presented some highly significant aspects 
of our present situation, with reference to environmental 
improvement, and formulated certain conclusions and r e 
commendations, as follows: 

First, there is a strong and deep seated concern among 
the American people for a better environment. The quality 
of our surroundings is emerging as a major national social 
goal. Obviously the political leadership at every level and 
in every branch of government must be responsive to it. 

Secondly, the focal point of this concern is increasingly 
urban. We are familiar with the figures that indicate how 
much of our population lives in the cities and suburbs, and 
here is where environmental problems are the most diffi
cult. Here is where the difficult planning decisions must be 
made to allocate limited resources among worthwhile 
competing uses. 

Third, we do not have a clearly stated national policy 
toward the environment. In the areas of civil rights, edu
cation, full employment and a number of others, the Congress 
of the United States has set forth a clearly understood na
tional policy. We know what our hopes and goals are, and 
we are moving toward them. 

In the field of environmental concern we had leadership 
from the White House and from individual members of 
Congress. But we have not set downinclear terms what our 
goals are for the long-term future. Certainly no aspect of 
national life is more important to the health and welfare of 
our children and grandchildren. 

This lack of overall national policy has been reflected in 
the recent actions of the courts in reversing decisions of 
administrative agencies on the grounds that they did not give 
sufficient consideration to environmental factors. Clearly 
these agencies need better guidelines. 

At the local level, resource decisions often turn into 
public relations battles with the decision sometimes turning 
on the relative noise level rather than rational planning. 

Fourth, our Federal government structure is still de
signed for the problems of an earlier day. The basic allo
cation of responsibilities among Departments reflects a 
nation which was predominantly rural, which has to dispose 
of its vast public lands and tame its r ivers and forests. 
It is not designed for the complex, highly urban society 
in which we now live, or the changed circumstances in our 
rural areas. 

The efforts which we have made adapting the structure 
through coordinating councils and ad hoc committees have 
been admittedly patchwork remedies. This complexity 

presents real problems. The state or local official has dif
ficulty knowing where to turn for help. It takes a serious 
student of the Federal organization to find one of the over 
two hundred grant in aid programs which might help him. 

The average citizen can be bewildred and then discouraged 
by the maze. Our Citizens Committee recently published an 
action guide to help the average citizen use the many Federal 
environmental programs more effectively. 

Congress has established a Commission to review the 
maze of laws and policies governing the public lands. That 
Commission is at work under the distinguished chairman
ship of your colleague Wayne Aspinall. The findings and 
recommendations of the Public Land Law Review Commis
sion will doubtlessly make a great contribution toward sim
plifying and giving direction to our public land policy. 
However, this is only one aspect of the entire government 
structure affecting the environment. 

The public is demanding action in many other fields as 
well. We have seen a change in basic approach from the day 
when government was a referee among competing resource 
users to a day when government must be a trustee of the 
environment for all the people. We need to review the Federal 
organizational structure to see that it is adequate for this 
emerging new role. 

Fifth, it appears to me that we are not fully harnessing 
our great technological talent and resources in the effort for 
a better environment. Certainly we are not applying brain
power as effectively as the space and defense efforts are. 

Greater knowledge, applied effectively, could substan
tially improve the process by which we make resource 
allocations. Many Federal resource decisions are still 
made on a benefit-cost ratio which does not adequately in
clude environmental factors. We know —or are told we 
know —precisely what the dollar benefits are for flood con
trol, irrigation or highway traffic — but no one can tell us 
the cost of various alternatives in long-term environmental 
values. We need to know if we are to make wise decisions. 

Sixth, the layman is confused by the organization of Con
gress in the environmental field. For example, I know that 
in 1961, we were quite surprised to see an excellent open 
space program come out of the Senate Banking and Currency 
Committee. The expert, of course, knows that committee 
handles housing legislation, but the average citizen does not. 
Similarly, citizens are somewhat confused to see highway 
beauty and the impact of the highway on the environment 
handled by the Public Works Committee. 

Of course, the organization of Congress is entirely the 
prerogative of its members. However, I do suggest that if 
the citizen is not well informed about its organization, he 
cannot exercise his right to petition the Congress in a 
knowledgeable way. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Having outlined recent history and having concluded that 
there are important unresolved issues, it would be extremely 
satisfying now to offer some pat solutions. Unfortunately I 
cannot. 

The tempting road is to recommend sweeping reorganiza
tions of the executive branch and the Congressional commit
tee system. But as you know better than anyone, major 
reorganizations are not easily wrought, and sometimes they 
create as many problems as they solve. 

My own hope is that this meeting today will be the initial 
action toward the creation of national policy and the reorgan
ization of the Federal government so as to make both respon
sive to environmental needs. 
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I suggest to you that an effective means of proceeding 
might be a Commission on Environmental Policy and 
Organization. 

This commission should be made up of members of 
Congress, key officials of the executive agencies and private 
citizens, perhaps an eighteen man commission with each 
element represented equally. 

I believe quite strongly that each of these three elements 
should be represented. 

From our work with the ORRRC Commission, we learned 
that the Congress leadership is an essential in achieving 
workable, realistic recommendations. 

The Federal agencies should be a part of the effort as it 
is their future in large part which is under review. 

I also believe that informed private citizens can make a 
great contribution. We particularly need the involvement of 
the business community for their day to day decisions have 
a very great voice in determining the future environment of 
this country. 

Recently our Citizens Advisory Committee completed a 
joint task force study on the impact of the electric utility 
industry on the environment. Some fifteen top utility execu
tives joined with us in this study and their participation was 
not only invaluable to a thorough study, but I believe it will 
pay long-term dividends in getting our finding implemented. 

I suggest that the Commission's study need not be long-
term or elaborate. The membership should be individuals 
who are already informed and interested people. They will 
not have to educate themselves. 

Low tide on the Potomac" 

The subject has already been carefully studied. From the 
Hoover Commission to today, leaders have recognized that 
we have problems in this field. The point is that the issues 
have become more urgent and the need for solutions more 
critical. 

It may be that this task can be done by some entity less 
formal than a Commission. The same components — 
Congressional, Executive and Citizen leaders might be called 
together by the White House and the leadership of the Con
gress and put to work without a legislative mandate. 

Whatever device is used, there must be a sense of imme
diacy and urgency about it. We need more of a task force 
approach than the long term study effort. I would hope that 
proposals would be ready to present to the new President 
early in his Administration. 

Given the decision and the will to do the job, I believe that 
there is sufficient talent available on the Congressional 
staffs and the Executive Departments to provide the neces
sary groundwork. I know that a substantial amount of staff 
work is already being done for this informal discussion. 

Our Citizens Advisory Committee plans to make this 
subject one of our major interests during the coming year. 
We already have work under way. I am asking that our small 
staff and the consultants available to us concentrate on this 
matter as a first priority. 

We are, of course, directed to make recommendations to 
the President and the President's Council. But I would hope 
and expect that our principals would encourage us to be a 
part of any study action you might initiate here. Certainly 

as an individual I stand ready to 
cooperate and work with you in 
any way I can. 

In closing, let me reiterate 
my gratitude in being asked to be 
a part of this discussion. I look 
forward to learning from it and 
earnestly hope it will be the be
ginning of concentrated effort 
to make our policies and pro
grams more responsive to the 
deep-seated longing of the 
American people for a better 
environment. 

NPS Photo by Woodbridge Williams 
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10 This article, by Dr. Pratt, and the two following, 
by Dr. Reid and Dr. Eppley, were delivered as a 
panel to Directors of State Parks at the Forty-
Eighth Annual Meeting of the National Conference 
on State Parks, Hot Springs National Park, Arkaif 
sas, September 25, 1968. 

Future 
University-

Trained Park 
Administrators 

by Dr. GEORGE L. B. PRATT 

I shall begin my r e m a r k s by briefly reviewing some of the t rends that we see 
before us between now and the year 2000 that I examined in my speech on Monday. 
I shall follow that with an examination of some of the t r ends in education and then 
see what the implication a r e for 'Universi ty Tra in ing for Pa rk Adminis t ra t ion ." 

Future trends. As I said Monday, one of the very im
portant trends facing us is our rapidly increasing population. 
Our population is projected to be half again what it is now 
by the year 2000, or 300 million against the 200 million — 
plus that we have now. In addition to that, the distribution of 
this increasing population is becoming very important. Most 
of our people are moving into urban areas. Perhaps two-
thirds of our population will be in three or four large urban 
sprawls such as the one that will go from present day Boston 
to present day Washington, D.C. Perhaps half of the remain
ing population or 50 million or so will live in smaller towns 

of ten or more. The remainder will live in rural areas. This 
has special implications for land use both in and around 
cities, particularly where it applies to green belts within 
park facilities on the fringes, programming, and some sort 
of a balance in the total. 

We are going to have a population that is rapidly increasing 
its productivity. This is because of an exponential increase 
in the availability of power and technology in production and 
distribution. The net results of these two trends will be to 
provide people who are much better paid and who have a 
great deal more discretionary time. The average family 

• Dr. George L. B. Pratt, 
President of Arkansas Polytechnic 
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Little Rock, Arkansas, received his 
B.S. degree from Arkansas State 
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of Institutional Research at the Uni
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Dr. Pratt 's honors include a 
Walter A. Anderson Fellowshipfrom 
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bread winner in the year 2000 may be head of a family that 
has an income in the neighborhood of $20,000 in 1968 dollars. 
He will be working perhaps four days a week. He will have a 
four week annual vacation, and perhaps a sabbatical leave of 
a quarter to a half year every 5 to 10 years that he is on the 
same job. This combination of more discretionary time to 
spend in leisure and more discretionary income to spend on 
leisure has phenomenal implications for the manner in which 
we plan our parks and recreation facilities and programs 
and the way we train people to manage these programs. 

We are in a time of very rapid change and the rapidity of 
that change is accelerating. The implications of this trend 
toward accelerating change, or change occurring at a faster 
pace also has very special implications bothforthe training 
of parks administrators and for the conduct of those who 
are active in planning park facilities and programs today. 

As we enter a time when work for subsistence alone gives 
way to an increase in productivity providing discretionary 
income beyond mere subsistence and time for leisure, we 
enter an era where the emphasis on the quality of life be
comes very important. Put anotherway, wecandigress from 
talking about a standard of affluence to talk about a standard 
of living and man's relationship to his fellowman. As we 
address ourselves to the quality of life, we can talk about 
man's gainful employment being a way of life, a vocation, or 
a calling, rather than a job or labor. In other words, his job 
must have a quality of reward in it beyond the monetary value 
that he contributes by doing that job. 

Trends in education. There is a trend in our education 
at the baccalaureate level in all areas of specialization to 
more and more increase the proportion of the higher educa
tion experience in the area of the liberal arts and the humani
ties. This is so in business administration, engineering, or 
any area that has previously been marked by specialization 
and by an emphasis on utility and application of the subject 
matter. This is for a very good r e a s o n . . . . the rapid accel
eration of change of which I spoke earlier. It is very 
important for a college educated person to have a broad 
background in liberal arts, sciences and humanities in order 
that he learn what the basic questions are. Knowing these 
basics he can continually seek new combinations and appli
cations as situations rapidly change. 

This trend toward generalization is further accelerated 
by the employment of the computer as a tool for analysis. 
For many centuries, higher education was discipline for 
analysis and the way in which people made a living was to 
specialize in a progressively narrowing area of analysis. 
He then became a gate keeper, so to speak, of that speciality 
and anyone who wanted to enter that specialization had to 
get by the gate keeper. The computer has changed all that 
as an instrument for analysis. The computer works at a 
very high rate of speed but it has no intelligence. It therefore 
requires that those who are using it be specific, finite, and 
that they quantify what they are talking about. If they do not 
quantify it, then they have to at least be specific in value 
rankings. This is a means of quantification, also, called 
ordinal measurement. 

As the computer takes over in analysis, in higher education 
we must employ what we call a systems approach or become 
architects to put things together or synthesize things. There 
is a tremendous amount of data available that does not r e 
present information. Thirty-eight is data, but it is not infor
mation. Information does not only have meaning but it has 
the quality of being heuristic, which is to say it suggests 
other information that should be gathered. A good example is 
my number 38. Now if you say 38-23-38 that is not data, that 
is information, and it further suggests other specific infor-
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mation. It suggests that you need a telephone number and 
perhaps a street address. 

Still another trend in higher education is that of making 
the educational experience more relevant. That is to say it 
should more directly reflect the real world in which we live 
and more importantly in which we are going to live rather 
than some past world. To the extent that students are able to 
feel and experience a world that is very different than the one 
that they are learning about it creates a strong psychological 
urge to remove the difference between what they know and 
how they feel about something. There is a psychological 
name for this and it produces a drive to remove the cause. 
This is one of the root causes of much of the alienation that 
we see on some of our campuses. It also explains why it is 
some of the very brightest students who are the first to 
experience such an alienation. 

Implications for training park administrators. From the 
time that men quit roaming the earth in packs or tribes, 
extracting from the earth what they could, then they began to 
settle down to an agrarian economy, raising plants and herd
ing animals. Until only a hundred years ago, farming was 
considered a "green thumb ar t " . Two things happened in the 
1860s. Steam power came into its own and with an increase 
in power there was also the introduction of science into agri
culture with the passage of the Morell Act of 1862, creating 
the land grant colleges for agriculture and mechanical ar ts . 

Agriculture then became a science and farmers became 
increasingly and rapidly productive to an extent that had 
never before been dreamed possible. The same parallel can 
be drawn for park administrators. There was time when it 
was pretty much a "green thumb" art, but it is rapidly be
coming quite a science. Professional park administration, as 
a degree program, has been recognized by forward-looking 
colleges and universities for some time as they saw the 
rapidly accelerating changes coming into focus that I have 
just described. 

These programs have been widely differing, however. Some 
have been called parks administration programs but have 
been oriented to a very great extent to architecture, foresty, 
or some other speciality that involved mostly the nuts and 
bolts of park administration. A few have gone in the other 
direction toward philosophy of park administration while 
others have happily seen the value of both approaches. 

At Arkansas Tech, we think that a good park administra
tion program should include the following features: 

1. The broadest kind of liberal arts training. The differ
ence we are told between leisure and idleness is that leisure 
involves a knowledge of oneself as well as his fellowman. 
Leisure is an open state . . . one that is relaxed. Idleness is 
a closed state. It implies a lack of knowledge of self and is a 
tense and very debilitating state. 

2. A broad background in the social sciences: sociology, 
social psychology, and anthropology are all very important 
tools for someone who is dealing with people and programs 
for people as well as facilities in parks. Much has been done 
and much continues to be done in these areas that is of very 
great utility to the parks administrator if he is going to be 
able to give sound leadership. In addition if he is going to 
get something done he better have a pretty good background 
in political science, since most parks are agencies of some 
political sub-division whether it be national, state, county 
or city. 

3. He is going to have a thorough-going knowledge of 
modern management decision-making tools together with 
the economic and mathematical background for knowing 
what these tools can do even if he doesn't know exactly how 
they work. There are many of these tools now available. 
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Suppose that one has several choices to make in buying 
something but only a limited amount of money. Suppose 
that there should be a mix between various types of parks or 
various types of facilities within a park because of different 
cultural factors, social factors, distance factors and others. 
Then complicate the question with a certain amount of money 
to be spent and a certain amount of time to provide those 
facilities and programs. If one is to optimize the mix in 
regard to the total amount of money to be spent then linear 
programming and other techniques of operations analysis 
come into play. 

4. He will have to have a thorough knowledge of the 
technical aspects of park planning, but much of the actual 
work in this area should be done by para-professionals under 
the guidance of both the park administrator and consulting 
related professionals, such as, those in forestry, landscape 
architecture and the like. 

5. Finally, a good training program for parks admini
strators should involve research and service. By research 
I should say that I mean research that is based on and guided 
by theory. I don't mean haphazard gathering of data and then 
by "looking at the date", as it is called, to arrive at some 
conclusion that may have no validityatall.lt is in this man
ner that tons of "data" have been acquired but very little 
information that will advance the profession of parks admin
istration. By theory, I mean a logical set of assumptions 
which, through logico-mathematical procedures can be 
expanded into a larger set of empirical laws. Within a theory, 
hypotheses may be developed that are testable, then within 
this framework, data are gathered to support or eliminate 
such testable hypotheses. Only in this manner can a valid 
discipline of park administration be built. Until it is, 
however, there will be an awful lot of trial and error and 
flying-blind efforts. 

The fruits of this research will then have to be extended 
through public service activities to the parks administrators 
and to the outdoor recreation system of the state or the 
political subdivision that is concerned with it. 

In addition, and in connection with research and extension, 
goes the obligation of an institution of higher education in 
a state that is carrying on such programs to have the widest 
possible liaison communication and cooperation such as we 
have here in Arkansas. Arkansas Tech is the only institution 
in the State with an undergraduate program in recreation and 
parks administration. To that end it has established relation
ships with the Arkansas Publicity and Parks Commission as 
its R&D agent, with the Arkansas Basin Association, which is 
a booster group that was originally concernedwiththe addi
tion of the Arkansas River to the inland waterways for barge 

navigation and which is now turning its attention to the quality 
of that economic development and the parks and recreation 
opportunities that the lakes formed by the navigation project 
have formed. In addition, the College has relationships with 
the Corps of Engineers and its recreation specialists; the 
Ozarks Regional Development Commission made up of 
counties in the four states of Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Missouri; with the Economic Development Administra
tion through its Economic Development District Program; 
with the Forest Service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture; and as others manifest themselves we hope 
that we will be in a position of cooperating with them as well. 
In addition to these governmental agencies, we are cooperat
ing with industrial interests within the State. A prime 
example is a cooperative arrangement that has been agreed 
upon between the Arkansas Power & Light Company, a pri
vately owned utility, and the College for the development as 
a recreation site of the thousand acre nuclear site that the 
Company has just secured for the first atomic steam gene
rating plant in the southwest soon to be constructed in 
Russellville. 

In all these endeavors, theory, research, the scientific 
method, and a broad liberal arts program are basic to our 
endeavors at Arkansas Tech. That is why the three land 
areas and the 800-acre bay area on the lake adjacent to our 
campus that we have recently acquired is being called The 
Arkansas Tech Center for the Development of Leisure 
Science. We like the term science at Tech because it im
plies a scientific, research-based approach. Charles 
Kettering of the General Motors Company said this about 
research, "Research is a high-hat word that scares a lot 
of people. It needn't. It is rather simple. Essentially it is 
nothing but a state of mind; a friendly welcoming attitude 
toward change; going out to look for change instead of waiting 
for it to come. Research for practical men is an effort to 
do things better, and not to be caught asleep at the switch. 
A research state of mind can apply to anything —personal 
affairs or any kind of business big or little. It is the problem 
solving mind as contrasted with the let-well-enough-alone 
mind. It is the composer mind instead of the fiddler mind; it 
is the tomorrow mind instead of the yesterday mind." 

Mr. Kettering made those remarks in an article in the 
Saturday Evening Post in 1938. We all know what has hap
pened to General Motors stock in the thirty years since 1938. 
If we don't take heed of the trends for tomorrow that are so 
clear; if we fiddle around, our stock is not going to be worth 
much. But if we approach our task in a scientific manner, 
welcome the accelerating change, manage it, and guide it, 
you can put any value on your stock you want to. 

http://validityatall.lt
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University Training 
for 

Park Administration 
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by LESLIE M. REID • 

T> his is the second time in approximately a year I have 
been privileged to address the National Conference on State 
Parks —the other time being your Forty-Seventh Annual 
Meeting held last fall at Aspen, Colorado. 

On that former occasion, your program committee pro
vided me the opportunity to present my thoughts on university 
training for resource management — in some respects a 
similar assignment to the topic under consideration today. 
I felt that Professors Wilcox, Twardzik and I had attempted 
to come up with some specific statements regarding the 
existing and anticipated content of ideal college-level 
resource management/park administration programs. 

Summary of 1967 Panel on Professional Preparation 

To summarize last year's remarks, Dr. Wilcox felt that 
relatively few schools are offering a balanced resource 
management training that prepares graduates to move 
smoothly to middle-management positions in recreation and 
park agencies. He discussed the difficulty of providing both 
a desirable general education and an adequate set of techni
cal skills. Dr. Wilcox described the objective of the Colorado 
State program as producing a three dimensional man—a man 
of culture, interested in improving society; a man of great 
expectations, having knowledge and potential leadership 
ability; and a man of competence, possessing initial technical 
skills. 

He likened his curriculum to a sturdy archway or gate, the 
foundation of which is composed of basic education courses, 
the two sides of which are people management and resource 
management, surmounted by planning, design and program 
courses and capped by a sense of style and aesthetic 
appreciation. 

In looking to the future Dr. Wilcox pointed out five 
specifics. 

1. increased attention to training of generalists 
having basic knowledge, 
2. greater emphasis on transfers from junior 
colleges, 
3. poorly defined entrance requirements on the part 
of the profession, 
4. the need for continuing education for employees 
(short courses, etc.) 
5. greater emphasis on graduate study. 

Professor Twardzik's address focused on the implications 
of both increased specialization and the consequences of 
vocational training, with strong arguments that universities 
need to stress the training of administrators and executive-
level managers. 

As anchor man on last year 's panel, I attempted to em-
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phasize that there is no magic curriculum — no ideal pro
gram. Teaching and good courses depend upon so many 
variables and peculiarities within different institutions that 
I am not very concerned with what courses are listed in the 
catalog. But time and again, I receive letters from various 
schools around the country telling me how impressed they 
are with the Texas A & M' s curriculum and askingf or detailed 
information so that they may structure a similar program. 
This, in my estimation is exactly the wrong way to proceed. 
Who is to say we are right, or have the final answer? 

It seems to me the best way to proceed is to assess the 
strengths of the particular institution — does it have a strong 
design and planning faculty? How good is the floriculture or 
horticulture program? What strengths exist in the engineer
ing school? Are there outstanding programs in business, 
political, science, public administration, or related be
havioral sciences? 

These related programs are the brick and mortar from 
which a strong park administration curriculum can be con
structed. Now please don't misunderstand. A recreation 
leadership course can likely be built largely within a health 
and physical education department. And similarly, a park 
maintenance program can probably be structured largely 
within a plant sciences department, but a program that can 
honestly deliver potential park administrators must have 
in-built linkages with many other programs through required 
courses in order to be viable. 

To ensure what I consider absolutely necessary broad
ening, I suggested five prime attributes of the park admin
istrator of the future — the product I called a "Superparker." 
These are: 

1. An undergirding knowledge of natural phonomena, best 
obtained in our biological disciplines. This is basic for 
intelligently dealing with land and water resources. It 
presupposes an understanding of both resource capa
bilities and limitations, and familiarity with complex 
resource inter-relationships. 

2. A compassionate understanding of humans —their col
lective behavior, desires, tastes, and their social 
idiosyncrasies with relation to their environments, 
sociology, psychology. 

3. A mind equipped for logical analysis — as expressed in 
a working knowledge of statistics, economics and 
finance —in order to dissect and examine relevant 
benefits, opportunity costs, and consumer surpluses. 

4. An understanding of law and the political process as a 
framework for implementing social goals and objec
tives, and for the equitable adjudication of resource 
conflicts. 

5. A shrewd and frugal nature that constantly searches 
for least-cost combinations and more efficient r e 
source utilization. * 

Importance of Discussing University Training 

After last year 's program, I felt I had pretty well said all 
that I had to say on this subject. But people change. And the 
world around us changes. And so when I was invited to meet 
with you again, and I looked into myself to see how I feel 
about university training, I find I am not the same person 
that spoke with you last year. Possibly each of you is not 
quite the same person, either. So it is not too surprising 
that I find that I do have some additional ideas about college 
training in our field. 

First of all, why is the subject of university training 
worthy of appearing for the second straight year on your pro
gram? I submit a number of factors in combination lend the 

topic this importance: a tight manpower market, in which 
qualified prospective employees are fewer in number than 
the number of jobs available; a high turnover rate, as em
ployees are promoted, move to other agencies, or leave the 
field entirely; the nagging feeling that the character of park 
administration is somehow changing; the realization that 
legitimate social needs are not being adequately met; the 
conviction that universities are derelict or — even worse — 
irresponsible in the caliber of student being graduated for 
employment in park administration. 

I have been on both sides of the fence, working first as a 
practitioner, and more recently as an educator. Since 
World War II, I have seen the practice of park administration 
change from a pinch-penny operation to a well-heeled 
multi-million dollar career industry. The youngster s we have 
in college don't remember the Depression. Most of those 
entering college this fall were born in 1950. V-E Day is 
dusty history because it was before their time. But they have 
heard that parks and recreation is a big business, is glam
orous and exciting, and holds out for them the promise of a 
challenging career. 

Problems in Measuring the Quality of Graduates 
My energies are now devoted to getting the maximum of 

highly-trained college graduates into the park and recreation 
field. There are problems connected with this. Some are 
internal to our field — together we may be able to do some
thing about these. Others are outside our field and difficult 
or impossible to deal with. 

What are some of these problems? I am convinced a major 
problem results because graduates are recruited on the basis 
of the degree obtained. Far too often, an employee is "pur
chased" because he has graduated from a school that is 
considered to provide solid preparation. This, I'll admit, is 
far better than buying a pig in a poke, a product of a curric
ulum about which you have no information. For i can assure 
you there is too often no real parallel between the curr ic
ulum as it is described in the college catalog and what is 
really being taught, and no way to know from a college 
transcript what kind of professors the student has been 
exposed to, or what the grades really mean. 

I am quite honestly disenchanted with grades. Grades 
probably give us the best measure of the student's least 
important attributes. Grades are a useful tool, but they tell 
only part of the story. There has been no good method yet 
devised for accurately recording in course grades a measure 
of a student's motivation, persistence, conscientiousness, or 
determination to succeed. 

How the Manager Views the New Employee 

What does today's employer seek when he hires a park and 
recreation graduate? Typically, he hopes to find a person 
who will be a good apprentice, who will work hard, be steady, 
take direction well, act on his own initiative in minor 
matters, but not ask too many questions or try to do too 
many things on his own. He wants someone who will take 
time to profit by the older practitioner's experience, and 
who will appreciate this knowledge before pushing too hard 
for promotion. 

Now, how does the manager view the graduate the college 
sends him? Conversations I have had with administrators 
indicate many managers feel the new graduate is com
pletely unrealistic in his approach to career employment — 
overambitious, immature, has judgment too poor to be 
trusted, is too theoretical and ivory-towered in approach to 
problems, and too shallow to perceive the complexities and 

'• Trends in Parks and Recreation, Vo l .5 , No. 2, Apr i l , 1968. 
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consequences of easy solutions the graduate suggests. There 
is also the feeling that the new graduate feels his diploma 
gives him special privileges and that the profession owes 
him a high salary and quick promotion because of his 
education. 

A Survey of Relations Between Managers and Graduates 
Dr. Edgar H. Schein, Professor of organizational psy

chology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, reported 
recently on the relations between employers, faculty, and 
graduates of M.I.T.'s Sloan School of Management.2 His 
findings, while they were drawnfroma study of business and 
corporate employers on the one hand and graduate business 
students on the other, have revealing parallels for managers 
and graduates in park administration. 

Dr. Schein discovered that in too many cases relations 
between the manager and the graduate on his first job 
amounted almost to psychological warfare. The manager 
tended to be less educated than the new employee. He often 
had also worked long, hard years to climb to his present 
level of responsibility. The manager often resented the 
college man's starting salary, far higher than his own 
initial pay and uncomfortably close to his current salary 
level. In addition to the uncertainty and stresses inherent in 
his own position in the organizational structure, the manager 
now is forced to contend with a bright-eyed and eager col
lege graduate who is anxious to show off his new theories 
and recently acquired knowledge. 

How the Student Feels 
For his part, the college graduate has just finished four 

or five or six years of really insulated life. Professors have 
drilled into him the importance of creative thinking, the 
power of analytical tools, and the value of objective decision
making. On top of these conceptual beliefs —that allow no 
room for politics, pressures, human frailties, or the com
promises that must be a working part of all administration, 
the student is looking for employment that will satisfy his 
own personal but extremely important needs. Based upon 
responses of students studied in his research, Dr. Schein 
has grouped these needs into four areas. 

1. Will the job give me an opportunity to test myself, to 
find out if I can do anything worthwhile, and make a 
meaningful contribution to the company's efforts? 

2. Will the job give me the opportunity to learn and grow, 
and to make use of my present abilities and education? 

3. Will I be able to retain my integrity and individuality, 
not be forced to conform to a company pattern or be 
brainwashed into an organization-man mentality? 

4. Will the company be dynamic and exciting, receptive 
to new ideas, and run according to rational business 
principles?2 

These ideas are shaped in large part by what we tell the 
student during his college years to look for in a job. But 
what happens when he takes this first job? Often he r e 
ceives no immediate feedback on his activities. Remember, 
he comes from years in an environment where he could see 
his "A" or " D " posted on the wall. He wants everything 
graded. Often the graduate is asked to sit on an idea or 
suggestion because "the time isn't right", or " i t will rock 
the boat" without being told what is sensitive about the 
situation. He also is counseled "slow down, take it easy, 
don't get your butt in a sling." He even may feel he is being 
forced to be dishonest and compromise his honesty and 
loyalty by performing his job or reporting figures as his 
immediate supervisor or division chief demands, rather than 

2- "How Graduates Scare Bosses" by Edgar H. Schein. 
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the manner prescribed by the main office in the manual. 
It is small wonder that the psychological warfare develops. 

The graduate is eager to sell himself. We have told him, 
dig in, work hard, do more than required. So he hits that 
first job as a real eager beaver. The boss reacts predictably 
to the pressure. If only to save face, he has to slow the new 
man down. Feeling frustrated, the student tries still harder, 
maybe trying a few end runs around this deadhead in 
authority — temporarily — over him. The manager really 
cracks down now, and the entire situation goes from bad to 
worse. 

The Result of Friction Between the Graduate and Manager 
The pitiful part of this is that he loses at least three ways: 
1. at the very least this combat wastes time and reduces 

efficiency by diverting energies of both persons that 
might better be devoted to productive accomplishments; 

2. the college graduate may get so frustrated that he quits 
and moves on to another job —most often at a salary 
increase because of the job market; or 

3. the graduate may capitulate— simply give up and grow 
complacent and satisfied only to do what is asked of him. 

This last alternative is the most damaging in the long run. 
For if the student loses the valuable attributes he first 
brought to the job —enthusiasm, loyalty, high ideals, dedica
tion, vigor and a flood of new, fresh ideas — who will be found 
later on to assume the executive position? Who can move the 
organization ahead in years to come? No one, if there has 
been an accumulation of dead wood and disappointed end-of-
the-roaders at the middle-management levels. 

Let me ask this question. Does your agency consider its 
present managers as more mature than the incoming grad
uates? Many agencies have training programs for new 
employees. But how many have similar programs for 
middle-management personnel? Texas A&M has developed 
a Recreation Management Institute for this very clientele. 
A few other universities have similar programs. 

There is a vast difference between training the middle-
echelon manager to be more skillful in performing his own 
duties and in training him to be an effective supervisor of 
new employees. I believe every one of you in an executive 
position has first-hand knowledge that certain of your em
ployees can be depended upon to give college grads fine 
first-job training, while you have other persons that you can 
predict would not do a good training job with the same new 
employee. 

Personality Traits As a Guide to Student Placement 
I find myself in substantial agreement with Peter F. 

Drucker (author of The Practice of Management and The 
Effective Executive) who places major emphasis on per
sonality attributes of the student. Professor Drucker 
believes students may not be able to tell what they will be 
doing forty, or twenty, or even ten years from now. Our 
graduates this year will likely work well on after the year 
2000. We can't even tell them what the world will be like 
then. But there are basic things a twenty or twenty-one year 
old student should know about himself. Some of these are: 

1. Whether he likes pressure and stress, or can't take it. 
2. Whether he prefers a big organization where it 's dif

ficult to see results. 
3. Whether he tends to be a loner, or a group member. 
4. Whether he likes working with data and numbers, or 

collecting ideas from people. 
5. Whether he prefers to react to daily crises, or plan 

carefully to avoid crises. 
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6. Whether he's a perceptive person (with insights), or 
analytical (reasons to conclusions). 

7. Whether he rather enjoys the thrill of danger and risk-
taking, or prefers security. 

There are many new exciting jobs opening up for graduates 
in park administration. Not all of these depend on becoming 
the boss executive. High salaries and status are increasingly 
available in specialized staff positions as well as line jobs. 
These reward the ability to seek new knowledge, to analyze, 
plan, and organize. These are the planners, researchers, 
consultants. They depend even more heavily on sophisticated 
tools and techniques, statistics and computers, to name 
only two. 

Most of us are somewhat awed or apprehensive about 
computers and data processing. Perhaps it 's well to r e 
member that the first advanced management training course 
was given by the German Post Office in 1888. The course 
was devoted to use of the telephone. It is relevant because 
the organization was threatened by the implications of this 
radical new device. Today we would be lost without tele
phones. But our youngsters who will be tomorrow's execu
tives will probably treat the computer with the same 
familiarity we use the telephone. 

The great quandary of collegiate education today is this: 
there is a limited time with the student between entrance 
and graduation —usually four years. There is constantly new 
knowledge which must somehow be shoehorned into the 
curriculum. Dr. John Hannah, President of Michigan State 
University has said, "Half of what college graduates will 
need to know ten years from now hasn't even been dis
covered yetl" Each year beginning students come to us with 
a bit better high school preparation. Consequently, our 
curriculum and I suspect most others are the same, is con
stantly under review. 

Too often the college cuts the student off from contact 
with the world for four years, extending his adolescence 
and immaturity. This is one reason I am such a staunch 
advocate of summer employment for our recreation and 
park students at Texas A&M. We all know that not every 
student has the dedication or capacity to seek the executive's 
job. But every student is urged to obtain practical experience 
through summer employment during at least one summer. 
This past summer a total of 34 students worked for park 
and recreation agencies ranging from city to federal and 
located geographically from Alaska to California to Florida, 
and three graduates led educational missions to three dif
ferent Latin American countries. 

These students are as dedicated as any I have ever seen. 
They are dedicated to our profession. They are anxious to 
have a hand in solving knotty problems, improving recrea
tion services to people, and maintaining or even improving 
our natural environment. But they are not going to serve 
as apprentices, or as laborers. They will sort and pick 
through available jobs and select those that provide an 
opportunity to practice administrative and managerial 
skills. They don't have all the answers; they aren't seasoned. 
They need counseling and supervision. But there are enough 
existing jobs open to them — both in our field, and outside 
it in related fields —that they simply do not have to settle 
for less. 

The majority of my students worked this past summer in 
city, metropolitan and regional, or county parks, or in a 
national park. I have been curious why more of them did not 
select state parks, especially since most of our students 
enter college with a career in state or national parks as 
their objective. 

I believe you would be interested in the answer given me 
by one of our older and more outstanding students. He said, 
"Urban and metropolitan parks are the best place to work 
in the summer, because we know that's where we'll get a 
real training experience. These large systems are managed 
real well, and the managers are professional men. They 
care about us and will take the time to explain things. They 
have respect for us and give us assignments that let us test 
our abilities." 

The new graduate realizes he must fit into an existing 
position —become a member of a team. But he has the feel
ing he will then be able to transform that job; to convert it 
to something slightly or greatly different that will give his 
personality and his peculiar abilities the greatest possible 
scope. After thinking about this awhile, this is probably the 
kind of person you would want. I doubt you would really want 
a staff of empty-headed clerks with no ingenuity or agres-
siveness. 

But if you are going to recruit the sharp, creative-
graduates — and frankly, I haven't yet seen the majority of 
these going into the state parks —then you must be pre
pared to have them rock the boat, because they will test and 
probe and discover the places where innovation and im
provement is possible. 

As good as it is to be on the team, this does not ensure the 
person will get to play. The player on the bench may have 
exactly what it takes, but his contribution isn't counted until 
the coach puts him in. More and more, the manager is be
coming the coach and not the star on the field. The coach 
must get the best out of the talent at his disposal. Similarly, 
the park manager and director must recognize and extend 
the abilities of his team members. So the critical part of 
recruiting top quality graduates is the use of the talents 
they bring in the way that will best advance the program and 
your agency objectives. 

I hope this will happen, for I believe with ORRRC that the 
states play the pivotal role in supplying recreation opportun
ities. The states must step forward and accept that respon
sibility. There is the tradition that says it can be done. 
Some of the states have demonstrated it can be done. But it 
cannot be done with old methods, and old concepts, and out
worn attitudes regarding recruitment and utilization of newly 
trained professionals. Changing patterns of use, more com
plex patterns of resource utilization, responses to needs 
demands one of two actions: accept the revolutionary con
tribution of the graduates as they seektohelp park agencies 
adjust to current conditions, or freeze the graduate out and 
tend the store in the same old way as state parks drift even 
more rapidly toward irrelevance. 

These remarks may seem overly cold and critical. They 
lack the warmth and humor often associated with admonitions 
to work in the good cause of providing satisfactory recreation 
opportunities and preserving the natural environment. 

My assignment, however was not to inspire, but to help 
clarify. Despite its didactic tone, few answers are offered. 
Nevertheless, I hope some problem areas have been high
lighted and issues unwrapped which must be considered by 
both educators and practitioners if we are ever to hope to 
attract the top twenty percent of park administration grad
uates into state park positions. 

Mark my words, opportunities are so good the students 
can pick and choose among jobs, and they are doing it. We 
in college teaching, and you in the field want the same thing — 
to see continual growth and upgrading of our park programs. 
These bright youngsters full of theory and desire can help 
us achieve this objective. Let's strengthen our position by 
adding them to the team. 
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Our Role in Y RAIN I N G *o r Par^ Administration 

9 by Dr. GARRETT G. E P P L E Y ' 

attended my first annual meeting of the National 
Conference on State Parks in 1936 as one of five newly 
appointed regional recreation planners for the National Park 
Service. My background was in the administration of munici
pal recreation and public education. During the six years I 
was with the National Park Service, I was the only recreation 
specialist among a group of foresters, landscape architects, 
engineers, wildlife technicans, geologists, and historians. 
They considered me exotic to the park profession. Some of 
my sympathetic co-workers were Dan Beard, Ed Hummel, 
and Howard Baker. Tom Allen was our able director. I had 
to find a common ground if I hoped to hold my job during 
those depression years. That common ground was the pro
motion of a state park naturalist program in the various 
states of Region II. Although I considered the enjoyment of 
nature an ideal recreation, I would hardly ever use that 
word when talking to the park people; instead, I used the 
word education. Recreation has now become a respected 
word among park people and park has become a respected 
word among recreation people. The state park directors and 
the regional office specialists cooperated with me in the 
promotion of state park naturalist programs. Our first 
Interstate Park Naturalist Conference was held inMaramec 
State Park, Missouri, in 1941. 

My work with the National Park Service caused me to 
realize that both the park people and the recreation people 
had been very lax in educating the people to an appreciation 
and enjoyment of nature; consequently, I have been giving 
much of my time to the promotion of this kind of recreation-
education in my subsequent positions. I will have to admit 
that as a recreation planner with the National Park Service, 
I encountered some problems. I was terminated three times 
in a six-year period, but I was reinstated after each termi
nation. 

I mention this background so that you will understand 
why we at Indiana University have been interested in the 
development of a program which would enable the park and 
recreation people to have a common philosophy. Each has 
much to contribute to the park and recreation movement. 

Neither can be effective without the cooperation of the other. 
I was brought to Indiana University in 1945 to initiate a 

much-needed field service to the state and later to serve 
as chairman of a new Department of Recreation. My title 
was Consultant for state parks, cities, and schools. The 
first member to be added to our faculty was Rey Carlson, 
even then regarded as a national authority in outdoor educa
tion and camping. Our curriculum has received periodic 
evaluations and improvements. Our department is now the 
Department of Recreation and Park Administration. Much-
needed courses have been added as needs increased and 
faculty members became available. 

Our undergraduate curriculum contains four options as 
follows: Public Recreation and Parks, Camping and Outdoor 
Recreation, Therapeutic Recreation, and Youth Serving 
Organizations. Each option provides for a broad general 
liberal arts education, subject matter pertinent to the par
ticular speciality, and an acquaintance with the various 
media of communication. Courses related most directly to 
the field of park management are in natural resources, 
landscape architecture, park management, horticulture, 
plant biology, and garden management. In addition, students 
may elect courses in geology and other science areas. 

Courses in the area of communications, include, Utiliza
tion of Audiovisual Materials, Business and Professional 
Speaking, Publicity and Public Relations, and Writing for 
Publication. It is our feeling that our graduates need a 
sound foundation in the media of communication if we are 
to interpret effectively our objectives and programs to the 
general public and to the other governmental agencies. 
Courses in sociology and psychology are required to enable 
the student to understand the society in which we live and to 
work effectively with the individuals who compose that 
society. Additional courses are offered in government and 
office management. A variety of courses is offered in 
recreation. Seminars of a problem solving nature are in the 
required curriculum. 

Each student must have had at least one summer of paid 
employment plus a block of time in supervised field exper
ience. Persons majoring in Therapeutic Recreation spend 
their senior year in our School of Medicine. The Under
graduate Recreation Society provides an opportunity for 
students to discuss trends and problems in their field, 
better to know members of the faculty, to develop a unity 
among themselves, and to engage in service projects. 

The Department of Recreation and Park Administration 

• Garrett G. Eppley is Professor Emeri
tus of Recreation at Indiana University 
and President of the Monroe County Park 
and Recreation Board. Dr. Eppley r e 
ceived his A.B. degree in History from 
Manchester College in 1919, his A.M. 
degree in Political Science from the 
University of Chicago in 1947, and his 
Ed.D. in Recreation Administration from 
New York University in 1953. 

Before assuming his present responsi
bilities, Dr. Eppley served as Professor 
of Recreation and Consultant for state 
parks, cities and schools from 1945 until 
1967; as Chairman of the Department of 
Recreation and Park Administration at 

Indiana University from 1947 until 1962; 
and as Director of the Great Lakes Park 
Training Institute from 1946 until 1968. 

Dr. Eppley has been very active in pro
fessional associations and has held such 
offices as President of the College Rec
reation Association, President of the 
American Institute of Park Executives 
and Federation of National Professional 
Organization for Recreation, and is now 
Trustee for the National Recreation and 
Park Association. 

He is recipient of many recognitions 
including an Honorary Doctor of Laws, 
L.L.D., at Manchester College and an 
Honorary Fellow with the American 
Recreation Society. 
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offers the following degrees: B.S. and M.S. with a major in 
our field, Director of Recreation (a two-year graduate pro
gram), and Doctor of Recreation. 

The graduate program offers the student depth in his 
speciality, techniques in administration, and method of r e 
search. Courses are offered in the administration of parks 
and recreation, public relations, procedures of administra
tion (with emphasis on budget), park and recreation surveys, 
planning park and recreation facilities, maintenance of park 
and recreation facilities, outdoor recreation, outdoor educa
tion, camping administration, philosophy of parks and 
recreation, wildlife management, administration of com
munity centers and playgrounds, programming, and three 
courses in research. Twenty eight municipal and county 
parks and recreation surveys have been conducted by our 
class in recreation surveys. Courses in governement, 
sociology, adult education, communications and other sub
jects are taken outside our department. 

Specialists have been employed from time to time to 
teach certain courses. For instance, Kenneth Cougill, our 
late state park director, taught the course in Park Main
tenance. Merril Petoskey of the Michigan Department of 
Conservation teaches our course in Wildlife Management. 
Classes in camping, outdoor recreation and wildlife manage
ment are taught in the 2300 acre Bradford Woods. While 
there students can observe the operation of camps and the 
outdoor education area. 

Our faculty devotes much of its time to the counseling 
of students. A large portion of their time is spent in the 
office so that they can be readily available to the students. 

The faculty places a major emphasis on professional 
attitude. If a student possesses a professional attitude, he 
will continue to grow professionally and he will be a leader 
in his profession as well as in his own community and 
state. This professional attitude can be promoted only if 
it is possessed by the members of the faculty. A faculty 
member is selected on the basis of his professional attitude, 
his successful experience, his leadership or his potential 
for leadership, his character, and last but not least his 
knowledge of parks and recreation. 

It may be of interest for you to know that Dr. Ted Deppe, 
chairman of our department, is president of the S.P.R.E. 
educators branch of the National Recreation and Park 
Association; that Dr. Jan MacLean is a past director of 
that branch; that Dr. Bob Raus is editor of its newsletter; 
and that Jim Peterson is program chairman for the 1966 
Congress in Washington, D.C., is a director of the American 
Park and Recreation Society branch of the N.R.P.A. (Na
tional Recreation and Park Association). Other faculty 
members are active in the American Camping Asso
ciation and various youth serving organizations. Dr. Rey 
Carlson is a member of the Advisory Committee for the 
U.S. Forest Service, and I happen to be serving my second 
term as a trustee of N.R.P.A. 

Though various members of our faculty have had oppor
tunities for employment in other universities at an increase 
in salary, not one member has been lost to the department 
since its establishment. 

The professional attitude of the faculty has motivated 
many of our graduates to assume a similar attitude. For 
example, approximately one-fourth of the total membership 
of our Society for Park and Recreation Educators branch 
are either alumni or faculty members of our university. 
Stewart Case, director of the Colorado State University 
Department of Community Development and Bob Lobdell, 
assistant superintendent of Parks and Recreation for Kansas 
City, Missouri, are the past presidents of our American 
Park and Recreation Society branch; and Bob Ruhe, super
intendent of Parks and Recreation for Minneapolis, and 

Mr. Case are trustees of N.R.P.A. Other alumni hold or 
have held important positions in related professional asso
ciations. 

Three of our alumni, namely Walter Cook, Bob Artz, and 
Pete Verhoven are on the national staff of the N.R.P.A. 
Alumni are employed in municipal, county, state, and 
federal agencies; youth serving organizations; mental hos
pitals; industries; religious organizations; and other pro
fessional associations. Alumni serve on the faculties of 
approximately 75 colleges and universities in the United 
States and several foreign countries. 

Other Universities can present records similar to that 
of Indiana University. . . 

. . . The University instituted an Executive Development 
Program this past year in cooperation with the National 
Recreation and Park Association. Applications far exceeded 
the limit allowed. This type of program has proved highly 
successful for young outstanding business executives. I 
believe it will serve as a great stimulus to our executives. 

What instruments do we use to develop a professional 
attitude among our students? Members of the faculty main
tain an interest in the students' professional and personal 
life. Students are encouraged to attend professional con
ferences. They are entertained in the homes of faculty 
members. The faculty assists them in job placement. 
Graduate students attend the Great Lakes Park Training 
Institute and assist in the operation of the Institute, for 
which they receive one hour of credit, a copy of the pro
ceedings, and most of their expenses paid by the Institute. 
It is at this Institute that these young professionals meet 
the leaders in their field, listen to their talks and discussion, 
talk to them during the free periods, and learn how to con
duct an institute. Approximately 360 graduate students have 
taken advantage of this experience. The value of the Institute 
to them and through them to the profession cannot be esti
mated. Graduate students give assistance in projects financed 
by the federal government. Studies made on the tourist 
potential of southern areas and the service areas along the 
Wabash have been valuable experiences for our students. 

The Graduate Recreation Society enables the students to 
mix informally with each other and with the members of the 
faculty, to develop a feeling of unity, learn more about the 
profession, and engage in service projects. 

The annual L. H. Weir Banquet, held each spring at the 
University, brings together over 200 students, alumni, 
faculty members, and friends. The occasion tends to develop 
among those in attendance a pride in their profession and 
their Alma Mater. Recognitions are presented at the 
banquet. An alumnus presents a scholarship to a Junior. A 
faculty member presents a recognition to the most outstand
ing Senior as determined by the Seniors. Another faculty 
member presents the Weir Award to the most outstanding 
graduate student and an Alumni Recognition to the most 
outstanding member of our alumni. Selections are made 
by representatives of those groups. These awards tend to 
develop a professional attitude among both students and 
alumni. 

Alumni coming to the Weir Banquet are able to view and 
hear about the most recent developments at the University. 

An annual alumni breakfast is held each year at our 
National Congress. The breakfast draws over one hundred 
alumni. They become acquainted with each other and the 
newer members of the faculty. 

An Alumni Newsletter is published each year. It con
tains news of the department, students, faculty, and alumni. 
Faculty members notify alumni of openings and recommend 
them if they are interested. Members of the faculty make it 
a practice to call on alumni on their various trips over the 
country . . . 
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INTERPRETATION-
The Essential C o m m i t m e n t byROBERTj.BADARAcco* 

Presented at the 1968 Joint Meeting of the Northeastern 
& Southeastern Associations of State Park Directors. 

T he study of nature for i t s own sake may be obsolete in today's technological 
soc ie ty . " So says a college p rofessor in r ec rea t ion in a paper outlining the content 
of course on nature in terpre ta t ion . The professor does, however, go on to say 
that "Knowledge of m a n ' s re la t ionship with nature r evea l s his responsib i l i t ies in 

maintaining a livable environment." Nature interpretation is 
thus justified on a socio-economic base. But what about that 
golden, distant day when man has learned to control his 
waste and himself, when rivers run clear, the air is fresh, 
and urban ugliness is merely a recollection in a history text, 
grouped in a chapter with nuclear weapons, world wide 
starvation, the space race, and the new anarchy under the 
title, "The Age of Unreason". Will the need then for nature 
interpretation and nature appreciation have become un
necessary? 

The conclusion that the proper stewardship of our natural 
environment is dependent upon our total understanding of it 
merits no disagreement, and while this is reason enough for 
the existence of nature interpretation, there is yet another 
reason, a simpler one. Could it be that the observation and 
understanding of nature isafascinationinandof itself? Need 
we justify it as a means to another end? What about the stamp 
collector, the musician, the photographer, the poet?Couldit 
be that they along with the nature observer find refreshment 
in the activity they pursue? 

Perhaps refreshment is a key word here. Humans are 
curious and often intelligent creatures. When deprived of 
stimulation they readily become bored. Diversion is a 
necessity to mental health. Man can satisfy most of his 
physical needs in acell, but suffer atthe same time a mental 
breakdown. Perhaps the throngs that today crowd our inad
equate public outdoor resources are seeking that diversion, 
a change, respite, possibly even escapefrom the urban world 
that is engulfing us. And the urban world is more than the 
cities, the buildings, freeways, and great concentrations of 
humanity. There are subtler forms of urbanization and dein-
dividuaiization. Deindividualization, if there is such a word, 
comes about through the near universal and instantaneous 
communications media. A group of fashion designers in New 
York City may convene and suddenly decide to "drop the 
top". With millions of dollars for advertising and the clever 
gimmickry of the Madison Avenue ad men, a new trend is 
begun, with whatever sociological implications it may por
tend. Each night 20 million Americans get the news from 

• Mr. Robert J. Badaracco is presently with 
the Maryland Department of Forests and Parks 
as Chief of Interpretive Services. 

He spent eight years with the National Park 
Service in a number of western park areas as a 
park naturalist. For two and a half years prior 
to his recent arrival in Maryland, he served as 
a park supervisor in Palo Alto, California. 

He has written a number of natural history and 
interpretive articles including a weekly nature 
column for the Palo Alto Times. 



four men — Cronkite, Huntley, Brinkley, and Reynolds. Tel
evision and national magazines tell us not only what to wear, 
but what to eat, what to do, and by example and implication 
what our sex habits should or should not be. The individual 
may or may not agree. But that is not important. He can not 

T h i s b l i g h t e d c h e s t n u t s a p l i n g i l l u s t r a t e s a n 

e c o l o g i c t h e m e a l o n g t h e L o s t C h e s t n u t T r a i l i n 

M a r y l a n d ' s C a m g r i l l S t a t e P a r k . 

P e r s o n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n b y t r a i n e d n a t u r a l i s t s a n d 

h i s t o r i a n s i s a f u n d a m e n t a l p a r t o f an e f f e c t i v e 

i n t e r p r e t i v e p r o g r a m . 

long disagree without becoming an oddball in a society that 
is smothered in ready made ideas and attitudes concocted by 
a few and fed to millions. Like it or not, ours is a society 
of conformity, and we are being McLuhanized. 

What does nature and interpretation have to do with all of 
this? Perhaps, just perhaps, that opportunity for the indivi
dual to get off by himself for awhile in a totally new and un
structured environment is what he most needs. I think this 
is the real fascination the outdoors holds for modern man, 
though he himself may not realize it. Perhaps that's why 
150 million people flocked to our National Parks last year, 
and an even greater number to our over-crowded State Parks. 

A hundred years ago, our rural ancestors looked forward 
to that day in the week or month when they could hitch up the 
wagon and ride on into town. During my past association with 
the National Park Service, my family and I lived in a number 
of isolated situations. Once we lived at an elevation of 7,000 
feet on the slope of a volcano, 30 miles from the nearest 
town, and with only one other family within miles. Our 
diversionary need in that situation was certainly not more 
wilderness. On our weekends, we sought new experiences; 
the trip to town became a new refreshment. But for most of 
our millions of Americans today the problem is reversed. 

Paracelsus once said, "He who knows nothing, loves noth
ing . . .but he who understands also loves, notices, sees . . . " . 
Therein lies the whole purpose of interpretation tied up very 
nicely in good rhetoric. I cannot improve, only amplify. Let 
us assume from here on that interpretation is important. 

H a n d s o m e i n t e r p r e t i v e s i g n s e s t h e t i c a l l y p u n c t u a t e 

h i g h l i g h t s o f a p a r k ' s ' ' s t o r y . " 

A p a r k r a n g e r 

e x a m i n e s C a t o c t i n ••< 

F u r n a c e i n C u n n i n g h a m 

F a l l s S t a t e P a r k 
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Others at this meeting have demonstrated and will further 
demonstrate this. Two important social goals rest upon the 
base of interpretation: the wise use of our natural environ
ment of the individual. 

1 do not propose here to outline or go into interpretive 
methods or techniques, but I would like to invite each of you 
to take a critical look at your own operations and ask your
selves some searching questions. I am assuming two things. 
First, that many of you are just embarking or have recently 
embarked upon programs of interpretation in your State 
Park systems. Secondly, that others of you have not traveled 
as far as you would like in this business of interpretation. 
As an interpreter who has worked at the federal, state, and 
civic levels of government, I believe I have selected a few 
areas to discuss that are critically important. 

First, what about your general attitude toward interpre
tation? Do you look upon it as a necessity or a luxury? If you 
must choose between 25 new picnic tables or a self-guiding 
trail in one of your park areas, will you necessarily choose 
the first? If you have a park with a story that needs to be 
told, is it just as important to you to have the personnel and 
facilities there to tell that story as it is maintenance person
nel to clean the restrooms? Or do you say, "Gee, there's 
nothing more I'd like in Old Oaken Bucket State Park than a 
historic walking tour, but we can barely keep the grass 
mowed and the picnic areas cleaned". Are picnic tables 

A n o l d t o b a c c o p r e s s , w h i c h c o m p r e s s e d t o b a c c o 

i n t o w o o d e n c a s k s c a l l e d ' ' h o g s h e a d s , ' 1 i s r e f u r 

b i s h e d f o r i n t e r p r e t i v e u s e a t P a t a p s c o S t a t e 

P a r k , M d . 
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always and automatically more important than historic walk
ing tours? Is it conceivable that interpretation in certain 
areas is by nature of the area itself the highest use for that 
area, and that picnic tables are of secondary importance? 
How many areas in your park system have been set aside 
primarily for their interpretive values? Have you set any 
area aside within your system only because of inherent 
natural or historic values? And, if so, is it being managed 
accordingly? These are probing questions, but they deserve 
honest answers. 

The phenomenal success of the National Park Service 
in the area of interpretation is attributable to the Service's 
commitment to interpretation. Director George Hartzog has 
recently stated that he considers interpretation to be one of 
the most important single activities in the National Parks. 
With attitudes such as that, how can you lose? At college, a 
sociology professor of mine defined "attitude" as a tendency 
to act in a certain way. Is it any wonder our attitudes about 
interpretation are important? But I fear that some park 
administrators today view interpretation much like virginity 
— a little is fine, but beware of excess. I have yet to see an 
excessively interpreted State Park. 

Our attitudes will reflect themselves not only in our 
operation but in how we structure our department or organi
zation. What place does interpretation have in your organiza
tional hierarchy? Are you as park system directors in direct 
communication with your head interpreter? Do you meet with 
him frequently as you do your heads of planning and opera
tions? Are you as concerned about that new nature trail as 
that new piece of road? Or is your interpretive division 
secreted in some administrative cubbyhole where you and 
your head interpreter are assuredly out of touch? When your 
planning staff develops a master plan, do you assign an 
interpreter to the planning team so that natural and historic 
values of a park are accommodated in the plan from begin
ning? Or have you assumed that the landscape architects, 
engineers, and draftsmen on your planning staff are best 
equipped to decide all matters of planning, including choice 
of natural and historic areas, unhindered by naturalists or 
historians who may have other ideas about intrinsic values. 
Why involve them and have to hassle over such matters as 
the loss of this old spring house or that freshet and its 
f ringed-gentians. 

The National Park Service has recently elevaced its Chief 
of Interpretation to the position of Assistant Director. The 
importance of interpretive activities has thus been further 
underscored as a Service-wide activity, and communication 
between the Director and his head interpreter is on a direct 
line. I am not necessarily suggesting this administrative 
arrangement for every State Park system, but I am suggest
ing you give serious thought to an administrative set-up which 
provides for high level communication and where interpretive 
problems are considered as seriously as those of your 
other divisions. I might add that no National Park Service 
master planning team goes into a park area without at least 
one interpretive specialist. From the beginning, planning 
includes future interpretive activities. 

Another problem area is money. If attitudes determine our 
administration, the will certainly dictate how we spend 
our money. Some may think that interpretation is cheap. 
Unfortunately, it isn't. In fact it is one of the most expensive 
areas of operation in a park, that is, if it is properly done. 
I am talking now about modern visitor centers designed by 
talented architects, exhibits that are fabricated by exhibit 
specialists, audio-visual devices that reflect the newest and 
most exciting audio-visual techniques, handsome brochures 
and leaflets which are written by creative interpreters, de-
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signed by professional designers, and printed on good paper. 
I am also talking about skilled, professional interpretive 
personnel, and I'll have more to say on that in just a moment. 

What, you can't afford all this? Perhaps you can't. But 
I'll tell you one other thingyou can't afford. You can't afford 
to go into musty old residences, knock out a wall here and 
there, hang a few pine cones on the wall, attach hand-lettered 
paper labels and call the result a museum or an interpretive 
center. You can't afford it because if you think that way, if 
you think that sort of homespun approach will do the job, you 
are dooming your program to the caste of failures. There is 
simply too much technical and professional excellence sur
rounding us today in all the media of art, communication, 
design, projection, exhibitry, architecture. While we in public 
agencies may never enjoy the luxury of lavish spending, we 
will nevertheless have to produce something of quality if we 
are to compete in the world around us. And if it 's a question 
of quality versus quantity, always, but always choose the 
former. One good nature trail is worth one hundred ineffec
tual ones. One exciting visitor center in your State Park 
system is worth dozens of transformed residences with 
those standard "How a Tree Grows" charts hanging on the 
wall. Why? Well, there a r e a number of reasons, but one 
worth mentioning here is that if you do just one thing in 
really good style, the response from the public may over
whelm you. Other successes will follow as a now educated 
public —and that includes legislators— clamors for and 
supports you in your quest for more quality interpretive 
facilities. Interestingly enough, the park interpreter's 
greatest supporters are the people themselves. 

Park administrators have learned the crafty art of taking 
their master plans, developing them into skillfully designed 
portfolios of the most artistic quality, and then "snowing" 
the appropriate legislative committee with the beautiful plan. 
I hate to think of the cost of the parchment paper and multi
colored inks that go into the makeup of such plans. But they 
often seem to achieve their purpose, and that same techni
que will work for interpretive centers, interpretive trails, 
and outdoor exhibit shelters. Have you ever tried it? 

A few words about personnel. Next to diamond cutters, 
flagpole painters, and sundial repairmen, I know of few 
professionals more difficult to locate in today's urban society 
than highly qualified and experienced interpreters and natural 
historians. The field of park interpretation is highly special
ized in the sense that it is so terribly generalized. Few indi
viduals have been exposed to the many areas and disciplines 
with which the park interpreter must daily deal. Admittedly, 
he is unlikely an expert in all of them; how could he be? 
He must possess a working familiarity with nature, history, 
teaching, photography, art, design, writing, exhibitry, public 
relations, administration, business management, plus other 
areas. 

You don't ordinarily find such people in your own town or 
city. You must go out and search for them. If you are hiring 
all your interpretive personnel from your own areas or 
states, I suspect you are operating under a severe, self-
imposed handicap. Your program can be only as exciting as 
the men that develop it. There are some exciting men in 
this country today working in other park systems, museums, 
nature centers, even colleges. Yours is the immensely dif
ficult task of finding them. Fortunately, there are a number 
of organizations, such as the Association of Interpretive 
Naturalists, American Park and Recreation Society, the 
Association for State and Local History, and various state 
park and recreation societies where these men can be 
reached through the appropriate placement of magazine or 
newsletter notices. 

A number of colleges now give courses in outdoor 
interpretation —Cornell, Penn State, Indiana, Sacramento 
State, to mention a few. These institutions are often in touch 
with top talent, and they can always provide you with new 
graduates which you can take in as trainees or juniors. Have 
you ever considered talking with your state universitites 
and discussing the possibilities of setting up programs 
whereby they produce graduates with degrees in park man
agement outdoor recreation, natural resource administra
tion, or whatever term you wish to use, and you provide 
jobs? These are exciting possibilities. 

I would like to touch upon one other area of interpretation 
which I feel is in need of mention. Are you telling the in
herent stories in your state parks? Or are you simply talking 
about birds, bees and bugs, in general. Do you seek out the 
unique natural or historical attributes in a particular park? 
What about unusual geological formations? Fossils of past 
years? Peculiar assemblages of trees, plants, or flowers? 
Indian stories? Pioneer stories? Revolutionary War stories? 
Civil War stories? When looking at a park, ask yourself, 
did George Washington sleep here?If so, andyou are instead 
telling the public about the mating habits of the honey bee, you 
are not tuned in. 

Let me give you one concrete example. At Gambrill State 
Park in Maryland, we recently developed a natural trail. 
The trail meandered for about a mile through a slope of 
upland woods of oak and hickory on Catoctin Mountain. There 
was nothing unusual or unique here either historically or 
naturally, at least not as far as we could find. Yet we wanted 
a theme for our trail, a name, a pervading idea or concept, 
which would serve as a framework for all other bits of 
associated information. We lamented the fact that the Amer
ican chestnut was killed by the chestnut blight years ago and 
the stumps remained; the chestnut would at least have added 
to our story. Then the light flashed. The American chestnutl 
Or rather the Lost Chestnutl Our trail became the Lost 
Chestnut Nature Trail and we proceeded to enthusiastically 
tell the story of Endothia parasitica, the loss of the American 
chestnut, and the resultant ecological changes that have 
occurred as new trees and plants have begun to fill the gap 
left by this once dominant American forest tree. 

You may not always be fortunate enough to find such a 
story in an area. Some areas are indeed quite average and 
unspectacular. In such cases the mating habits of the honey 
bee may be quite appropriate. General natural history — 
the bug and bee approach —may well provide a basis for an 
interpretive program, but explore all possibilities of under
lying themes first. 

One further point. We are custodians of a fragile public 
resource. People are bound to the outdoors by two umbilical 
cords —an esthetic one and an ecologic one. Break one and 
the environment begins to die; break the other and the 
individual similarly fails. The public's attitudes toward our 
parklands and their capacity for enjoyment of these lands 
will be shaped largely through the examples we set and 
programs we present. We have as much right— no, a duty— 
to propagandize as the Madison Avenue ad men. If they are 
motivated by a fast buck, we are presumably motivated by 
the public good. The public can absorb afeeling for the land 
by osmosis only if we provide the strong diffusing solution. 

I honestly believe that in the next decade all of you are 
going to be in the business of telling stories in a big way. 
Ours will be the business of helping to fulfill people's lives 
on the one hand and instilling in them a land ethic or love 
for the land on the other. Itis as simple as Paracelsus said, 
"H e who knows nothing, loves nothing... but he who under
stands also lives, notices, sees . . . " 
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by RALPH A. MacMULLAN 

• Ralph A. MacMullan, a professional game biologist with 
18 years of experience in wildlife research and management, 
has been Director of the Michigan Department of Conserva
tion since May 1, 1964. 

Born September 2, 1917, in Detroit, he began charting his 
career in conservation by attending the University of 
Michigan, where he earned an A.B. degree in Zoology in 
1939. 

He joined the Conservation Department in 1946 and drew 
his first assignment in wildlife work as a game biologist at 
the Rose Lake Wildlife Research Center. From 1948to 1950, 
he served as biologist in charge of the Department's pheasant 
investigations. In 1960 he received his Ph.D. degree in 
Zoology from MSU. Two years later, MacMullan was pro
moted to assistant chief of the Game Division, a post held 
until early in 1964 when he was appointed Deputy Director 
of Staff. A few months later he was promoted to Director. 

MacMullan was appointed to an advisory post as a r e 
search associate for the University of Michigan's Depart
ment of Natural Resources in 1965. In 1967 he was elected 
president of the newly formed National Association of State 
Outdoor Recreation Liaison Officers. 

He is also a member of the executive committe of the 
International Association of Game, Fish, and Conservation 
Commissioners and is Michigan's representative on the 
Great Lakes Basin Commission. He is Honorary Vice-
President of the American Forestry Association. 

1V1 ichigan has come to a point in 
i ts his tory when it must completely 
outlaw the use of cer ta in highly de 
s t ruct ive pest ic ides such as DDT, 
Dieldrin, Aldrin, Heptachlor , Endrin, 
Lindane, Chlordane, and other " h a r d , " 
or pe r s i s t en t chemical compounds used 
to kill insec t s . 

Michigan must move now to halt 
the i r use , in a struggle that can prove 
to be the most difficult and probably 
the most important that has ever 
faced our natural r e s o u r c e s . Th rea t s 
of f i re , pes t i lence, and plague against 
those r e s o u r c e s a r e as nothing com
pared to the pervas ive and s in i s te r 
at tacks of such chemica ls . They have 
now polluted our environment to the 
extent that we no longer eat any food 
or drink any fluid without swallowing 
at leas t minute quantit ies of these 
chemica l s . DDT is found in the 
Antarct ic Ocean, thousands of mi les 
from any a rea where it has ever been 
used. It is found in fish life of the deep 
oceans . It is found inside the eggs of 
eagles and ospreys and falcons — eggs 
which do not hatch into b i rds whose 
number s a r e now in decline. We kill 
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robins, our state symbol, and prevent the birth of bald 
eagles, our national symbol, with these pesticides. We kill 
so many robins, in fact, that a news item about the "seventh 
annual die-off of robins" in one of Michigan's cities is 
hardly noteworthy, and is relegated to the back page of a 
local newspaper. Two years ago, a U.S. Public Health 
Service study showed that the average American has gath
ered 12 parts per million of DDT into his human fatty 
tissue, as well as .15 of a part per million of Dieldrin. 
Nursing mothers now impart .08 of a part per million of 
DDT in human milk given their infants. Twelve parts per 
million of DDT in human fatty tissue may have little effect 
on human beings but we know that DDT is going to stay and 
accumulate in our systems and we also know that DDT in 
far smaller concentrations has awesome consequences for 
many small or simple forms of animal life. 

We have, in the name of compromise and acceptance, 
already allowed ourselves to be carried much too far down 
this hazardous road. We have been beguiled by a malignant 
belief that things will work out, that better substitutes will 
be found and used, that American know-how and technology 
will lead us to the light. We have until recently condoned 
use of such chemicals even in the Department of Conserva
tion, and we have in the past used them to combat forest 
insects, park pests, and fish and game problems. We are 
all sheep in the same flock, and the real fight is not against 
some distant state or federal bureau, or lone farmer, or 
crop-dusting pilot. The real fight is against ourselves. Are 
you, as an urban, or suburban householder, willing to pay 
twenty-five cents a pound for apples where you now pay 
twenty cents? Will you accept higher prices when costs of 
crop production r ise? Individually and collectively, we enjoy 
big, luscious wormless fruits and vegetables available at 
every market, and we fail to question the individual farmer 
or rose-grower when crops and flowers are dusted, several 
times each year. 

But we should question them, and we should question our
selves. The weight of evidence against these hard, or persis
tent chemicals is now so overwhelming that there is no 
longer any doubt of the need to end their use. Literally 
hundreds of documented cases tell us of the danger these 
chemicals pose for wildlife.for soil organisms, for the purity 
of our water, for all basic elements of the animal food chain. 
We also have grave reservations about many of the "soft" 
pesticides —those which are non-persistent, which break 
down into harmless compounds in a short time. Some are 
extremely lethal to wildlife. However, our overwhelming 
concern is with those chemicals that do not break down 
readily, which are working insidious changes in our environ

ment and which exert lasting effects on birds, fish, soil 
organisms, and other elements of the environment. 

These chemicals are used to control insect pests, and 
without question they appear to be highly effective. Generally 
they are spread as dust or in a fine spray that blankets an 
entire area. Unfortunately, this blanket keeps slipping off the 
bed. One study shows that up to half of all DDT spread by 
airplanes does not settle, but escapes instead into the atmo
sphere. Such fine particles may then be carried completely 
around the globe in as little as two weeks, to be deposited 
anywhere on the earth by rains or winds. If not spread by 
airplane, such chemicals are carried off the land by the run
off of rainwater or melting snow, or by any vagrant breeze. 
As a result, DDT and other similar chemicals are now found 
in every major river system of the United States, in all the 
Great Lakes and in all inland lakes which have been checked, 
in soil organisms, and virtually all human and animal life 
on which studies have been carried out. Saddest of all, DDT, 
the most persistent of the bunch, has a half-life of 10 to 15 
years. If all further use of these chemicals were halted right 
now, we would still have to live with the effects of our past 
excesses for more than a generation. In short, we are talking 
about altering and changing the environment that we will hand 
over to our children's children, or even to their grand
children. 

To some it may seem strange that a conservationist should 
express concern over this pesticide problem. Yet the pro
blem is so intimately woven into the fabric of our environ
ment that eagles' eggs and the contents of a glass of water 
and the price of apples are all affected simultaneously. By 
one view, the problem is the direct concern of no one. By 
any rational review of the facts, however, the problem is 
paramount to each of us together, and may in the end prove 
more dangerous to our total environment than any other 
single threat in history. 

The question of danger, therefore, can no longer be 
entertained. The questions we now must ask are: A) How 
much damage already has been done? and B) How can we 
stop further use of these chemicals? 

To the first question, no immediate answer is possible. 
We know that the effects of these chemicals continue for 
a long time after they are released. We know that lower 
forms of life are more easily affected than higher, more 
complex forms of life. We are beginning to understand the 
consequences of "biological magnification" which operates 
with these chemicals. In biological magnification, small 



plant and animal forms gather quantities of these chemicals 
into themselves. Even very minute quantities suspended in 
water are collected or "magnified" in this way. When eaten 
by larger creatures, the concentrations contained the lower 
forms of life enter the larger creatures. When these animal 
forms are in turn consumed by even larger creatures, the 
chemical is further concentrated. Thus, a frog eats dozens 
of insects that carry particles of this matter. Many such 
frogs are in turn eaten by pike and bass, and many such 
fish —either alive or dead —may in turn be eaten by an 
osprey or eagle. The chemical dangers that faced the insects, 
frogs, and fish are now concentrated in the bird. An example 
of this occurred in an attempt to rid Clear Lake in Cali
fornia of nuisance midges. A chemical called DDD was 
applied to Clear Lake to a level of .02 of one part per mil
lion parts of water. That is equal to a few drops of the 
material in a railroad tank car full of water. Thirteen months 
later analyses showed the residue levels were 10 parts per 
million in plankton, 903 parts per million in the fat of 
plankton-eating fish, 2690 parts per million in the fat of 
carnivorous fish, and 2134 parts per million in fat of fish-
eating birds, most of which had died. This represents a 
100,000 —fold increase in fish-eating birds over levels in 
lake water. There is strong circumstantial evidence that 
this sort of magnification is the single prime reason for the 
alarming decline of bald eagles —as well as many other 
species of predatory birds —in recent years. How long such 
declines will continue or how many species of wildlife will 
be affected can only be matters of conjecture. 

The more important question to ask at this time is how to 
stop further use of these chemicals. 

Actually, there are now numerous "soft" chemicals which 
can be used to control insect pests, but which lose their 
strength after a relatively short period of time. Some are 
now in wide use and have proved their effectiveness in solv
ing a broad spectrum of insect problems. Some people have 
voluntarily turned to them after viewing the consequences of 
DDT, Dieldrin, and the other hard chemicals. However, some 
soft chemicals are extremely dangerous to handle and r e 
quire more frequent application to accomplish the sameends. 
Also, many are more expensive, hence less commonly 
available. 

To ask a farmer to abandon voluntarily the use of hard 
chemicals, where they are permitted, is askinghimto place 
himself at a disadvantage in the marketplace. Only through 
wide-ranging agreement among agriculturists, or by sanc
tions against those who continue to use hard chemicals can a 
voluntary program work effectively. It is perhaps too much 
to expect that this can happen, given the conditions of the 
free marketplace. 

A seemingly simple alternative is to pass a state law 
preventing all further sale or use of specific chemicals such 
as DDT in Michigan. While and ideal solutionfrom the stand
point of conservation, this could place some Michigan 
farmers at a disadvantage to those outstate farmers whose 
crops are shipped into Michigan. 

Perhaps a federal law could be passed, preventing inter
state commerce in these chemicals. For example, DDT is 
produced in plants in only six states, and a federal law 
would essentially bottle up production in those states. 
Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin recently introduced 
such legislation into the Congress, but it has yet to see 
daylight past the doors of the committee room. If such legis
lation were passed at a federal level, it would give agricul
turists across the nation a more even chance to absorb the 
restriction. 
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In the meantime, there is much that can be done here in 
Michigan to reduce the use of hard pesticides. Recently, the 
Governor asked the directors of the Departments of Agri
culture and Conservation to prepare a statewide policy for 
eventual elimination of the use of hard pesticides for adop
tion bythese and other agencies within the state. Meetings are 
being held now to draft such a policy. The Department of 
Conservation, meantime, has halted all use of hard chemicals 
for all Department programs and projects, and we have 
issued binding orders that they are not to be used on any 
projects in the future. We expect to continue to use soft 
chemicals for certain projects, but the hard group has been 
banned. 

Individual communities throughout the state also can con
tribute their share to the effort by refraining from use of 
DDT in control of Dutch elm disease and mosquitoes. Act
ually, there are numerous examples of Dutch elm disease 
programs that have produced satisfactory results with 
Methoxychlor. 

Sportsmen's groups, civic organizations, women's clubs, 
and individuals —everybody, in fact —must speak out against 
hard pesticides if we are to return our environment to a 
more normal condition. As a beginning, we can all stop the 
use of such chemicals on home flower and vegetable gardens, 
and in local mosquito control. 

For our part this Department is, as of now, adopting the 
following five-point action program aimed at ending all 
further use of these chemicals in Michigan: 

1. Through such messages as this one, we will let it be 
known that we are going to battle right down the line to pro
tect our environment against hard pesticides by making 
people aware of the problem's seriousness and by urging 
them to exert their rights and responsibilities as citizens 
to take corrective steps. 

2. We will, in the interest of the people of Michigan, seek 
appropriate legislation against hard pesticides. Right now, 
for instance, there really is no reason by another ounce of 
DDT should be applied anywhere in this state. Effective 
non-persistent substitutes are available. 

3. We will initiate this program NOWI In fact, we have 
already begun. Our stand against the application of Dieldrin 
in Berrien County in recent weeks established our position. 

4. We will encourage the use of alternative safe chemical 
and biological controls in place of hard pesticides — 
chemicals such as Malathion and Methoxychlor, biologicals 
such as the various natural enemies of harmful insects. 
We fully realize that these alternatives may be more ex
pensive and less convenient. Their use undoubtedly will 
temporarily disrupt segments of the agricultural com
munity and others to whom pest control is vital. But we 
believe this country has the technological capacity to lick 
these problems without continuing the use of dangerous 
hard pesticides. 

5. We will make it clear to the public that as consumers, 
they will have to pay for a chemically clean environment. 
We may have to ante up a penny cr two more per pound for 
apples or potatoes or cabbage to meet the cost of more 
expensive but safer controls. The price, however, will be 
worth it. 



What Can Pesticides Do ? 
DDT residues were shown to be completely distributed 

through food chains in the Lake Michigan ecosystem near 
Green Bay, Wisconsin. Residues were found in shallow and 
deep water mud samples, small crustaceans, alewives, 
whitefish, chubs, old-squaw ducks, and ring-billed and her
ring gulls (Keith, University of Wisconsin, 1966). 

Both DDT and Dieldrin have been shown to pass from 
mother to offspring through the placenta in mice (Backstron 
et al., Royal Veterinary College, Stockholm, 1965), while 
DDT also passes through the placenta in dogs (Finnegan 
et al., 1949), rabbits (Fish and Wildlife Service, 1963), and 
man (Denes, 1962). 

The widespread destruction by DDT of salmon runs in the 
rivers and streams of New Brunswick is probably the best 
documented in the whole library of unintended "side effects" 
published in the scientific literature (Elson, Fisheries Re
search Board of Canada, 1967). More than 130 pages of the 
Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, No. 4, 
1967, are devoted to a description of this disaster. 

DDT was applied to Montana forests at 1/2 lb. per acre. 
Residues were present in eggs and young of grouse 1 year 
after spraying, and at 2 years after spraying, residues still 
exceeded pre-spray levels. Residues in the grouse exceeded 
tolerance levels set for meats by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (Mussehl & Finley, 1967). 
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In order of frequency of occurance, Dieldrin, Endrin, 
DDT, and DDE were found in major river basins in the 
United States (Weaver et al., US. Public Health Service, 
1965). 

The percentage of immature birds in the U.S. bald eagle 
population in 1961, 1962, and 1963 was 26.5 percent, 23.7 
percent, and 21.6 percent, respectively. Nesting failure has 
been especially severe around Lake Michigan (Sprunt & 
Ligas, National Audubon Society, 1967; Postupalsky, 1967). 

When exposed to quantities of DDT as low as 1/2 of one 
part per million HeLa S. cells of human origin showed 
change. Microscopic observations showed increased granu
lation, elongation, and vacuolation, all of which are mani
festations of irregular cell growth and cell destruction. 
Dieldrin had a similar, but lesser effect. Dieldrin and DDT 
affected synthesis of both RNA and DNA in cells of human 
origin, although the pattern of change was inconsistent. These 
findings suggest a possibly fundamental influence on mam
malian cellular biochemistry (Chung, Huang & Brown, Tus-
kegee Institute, 1967). 
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The presence of Dieldrin in big game mammals of South 
by the U.S. Government (Greenwood, Greichus & Hugghins, 
South Dakota State University, 1967). 

Nesting success of bald eagles has been very low in the 
eastern United States. In the Chesapeake Bay region the 
percent of bald eagle nests hatching young has decreased 
from 97 percent in 1936 to between 9 and 23 percent during 
the past 5 years. Immature birds are becoming less numer
ous at a more rapid rate than are adults (Sprunt, National 
Audubon Society, 1963; Abbott, 1967). 

Until the biological effects of a compound known to have 
some toxic properties have been established through ade
quate research, that compound must be assumed to be 
potentially dangerous. Empirical research and experience 
are teaching us, sometimes the hard way, the folly of as
suming that lack of evidence is the same as negative 
evidence (Warner, Peterson & Bordman, Foundation for 
Environmental Biology, University of California at Berkeley, 
1966). 

Lake Michigan Compact Approved 

Discussion among conservation leaders of Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana has now produced agreement 
on a four-state compact to half the flow of hard pesticides 
into Lake Michigan. 

Surface run-off waters from about one-third of the total 
land area of the four states empty into Lake Michigan. Such 
water carries with it some of the chemicals used.to remove 
insect pests from crops, city parks, residential areas, and 
other localities in the Lake Michigan basin. Recent findings 
that DDT was the most probable cause of death of nearly 
one million coho salmon fry hatched from Lake Michigan 
nurtured eggs brought the problem into sharp focus. 

The preamble of the "Interstate Policy Agreement" states: 
"Lake Michigan is the only one of the five Great Lakes 

located completely within the boundaries of the United 
States. A unique natural asset of vast dimensions, it belongs 
to all citizens of this nation and all must therefore share 
in the responsibility for bequeathing it, inauseful condition, 
to future generations." 

The document is divided into "Objectives" and "Recom
mended Action Programs." The objectives are: 

1. To prevent pollution of the environment by certain 
chlorinated hydrocarbons and other persistent pesti
cides, the principal ones being aldrin, chlordane, 
DDT, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, and lindane. These 
chemicals have a half-life of at least two years dura
tion and a tendency to build up in the food chain of 

aquatic plants and animals, thereby affecting their 
life and reproductive potential. Other chemicals with 
similar characteristics should be included in this list. 

2. To strengthen interstate and intrastate water-quality 
standards aimed at uniformity in this regard and to 
assure full recognition of the danger of persistent 
pesticides to the aquatic habitat and subsequent possi
ble detrimental effects on human welfare. 

3. To urge revision of laws, rules and regulations as 
may be desirable and necessary to adequately control 
use of these or similar new chemical poisons r e 
leased to the environment in any way and in any 
quantity, through creation of pesticide-use control 
authorities or procedures for labeling, reporting, 
registering, licensing, training operators, or similar 
methods. 

4. To encourage cooperation by everyone concerned in 
order to meet this challenging threat—the individual 
citizen, the farmer, the municipalities, industrial 
users, and the chemical manufacturers themselves. 

5. To stimulate understanding of the problem by the 
press, radio and television and by civic and con
servation groups, and to enlist their support for a 
cleaner environment. 
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Recommended Action Programs are: 

1. Inventory of all possible sources of pollution of the 
Basin's waters—and especially of Lake Michigan—by 
persistent pesticides and similar economic poisons 
used in industrial processes, municipal Dutch elm 
disease or mosquito control, and both agricultural 
and gardening activities and halting the introduction 
of these polluting pesticides into the environment. 

2. Monitoring of watercourses entering Lake Michigan 
as well as urban industrial shoreline areas and 
regions of special crop production where these types 
of economic poisons may be in common use, to detect 
their movement into Lake Michigan. 

3. Intensified enforcement of all administrative rules, 
regulations, and laws relating to control of the use 
of these substances in any manner which would allow 
them to escape into the environment or watercourses. 

4. Accelerated research in the engineering, biological, 
and chemical fields to find new processes and tech
niques and especially, less detrimental chemical 
pesticides so far as natural environments are con
cerned. 

5. Assessment of benefits and damages to present and 
future natural resources values—including the all-
important intangible values associated with outdoor 
recreation, fish and other wildlife and natural scenic 
beauty—as related to release of persistant pesticides 
and similar economic poisons in the environment. 

6. Planning towards the prevention of future pollution 
of Lake Michigan now and in the future, and towards 
restoration of high water quality through wise 
management of the entire watershed. 

The Agreement concludes with the statement that: 
"This Interstate Policy Agreement has been promul

gated by the Conservation and Natural Resource agencies 
of the four states in the Lake Michigan basin and herewith 
is endorsed by signatures of the administrative heads and 
by the citizen members of the several boards and commis
sions responsible for protection and management of the 
natural resources." 

WHAT have YOU done to protect the wildlife and 
natural resources in your state from hard pesticides? 
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CHARLES MEHLERT • - A Report to an Advisory Board 

On Planning an Underwater Park -

2W y presenta t ion is the 
proposed addition of an underwater 
park to the exist ing Julia Pfeiffer 
Burns State Pa rk . I will p resen t to 
the Board data and facts learned in 
the investigation. It was this ma te r i a l © 

that led to the recommendat ion in the 
repor t that the underwater project 
a r ea be acquired by the State and be 
made an in tegral pa r t of the manage
ment and operat ion of Julia Pfeiffer 
Burns State Pa rk . The factual m a 
t e r i a l contained in this r epor t was 
obtained through the efforts of many 
dedicated people. Major contr ibutors 
were Conservat ion Associa tes of 

• Charles Mehlert is Assistant Superintendent of California 
Department of Parks and Recreation in the District Office, 
Monterey. In addition to his administrative duties, he is 
District Coordinator of Underwater Studies and Planning. 

Prior to his assignment at the District Office, he has 
held various staff and field positions in park planning and 
operations. 

Mr. Mehlert graduated from the University of California, 
Berkeley in 1940 with a Bachlor of Science degree in 
Forestry. His professional park career began after release 
from the Air Corps in 1945, where he served as pilot and 
operations officer. 

Although he has been with the California State Park System 
for most of his career, he is credited with being the first 
Chief of Parks for the Alaskan State Park System. While 
heading up that organization, he was instrumental in r e 
opening the famous historic Chilkoot Trail. 

Mr. Mehlert, a diver himself, is using his planning knowl
edge and operational experience to develop and refine new 
techniques needed to scientifically investigate and plan in the 
new and exciting underwater environment. 
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SanFrancisco, Stanford Research Institute, Department of 
Fish and Game, Pacific Grove Marine Rescue Unit, Beta 
Research of Monterey, Monterey Sun Fish Skin Diving Club, 
and other individuals having the keen desire to help con
serve portions of the California coastline. 

Before I discuss the merits of the project itself, I would 
like to delve a bit into the background leading up to the pre
liminary investigation. A new and revolutionary concept in 
the investigation and management of marine resources has 
been developed by Robin Welch of the Stanford Research 
Institute. This system is based on the principle of stero-
viewing and interpretation of aerial photography using stand
ard and infared colored film. 

I discussed this method with Mr. Welch to determine if 
there was a possibility that this type of aerial photography 
and interpretation could be used to advantage in the investi
gation of marine recreation areas. After a considerable 
amount of deliberation, it was decided that there was no 
reason why this method could not be used to advantage in the 
preliminary investigation of underwater areas. Mr. Welch 
offered to photograph the Julia Pfeiffer Burns underwater 
study area on a pilot project basis, and to supply all neces
sary interpretation and analysis of the photographs. 

At this point, the question of funds became a critical 
question. Since there are no funds budgeted for this type of 
aerial photography, financial assistance was sought outside 
the Department of Parks and Recreation. The Conservation 
Associates, a group dedicated to the coordinating and spon
soring conservation efforts throughout the State, volunteered 
to pay for this aerial photography. 

This group is certainly to be complimented for the way 
they promptly came to the aid of conservation efforts that 

Waterfall Cove 

are in danger of falling by the wayside for lack of support, 
financial or otherwise. As a matter of fact, were it not for 
this group paying for this aerial photography, this report 
would have not been completed in time to be presented at this 
meeting. As a result of their forward-looking attitude, and 
willingness to pioneer new trails in the conservation field, 
our Department will be the first public agency to use this 
revolutionary concept in marine resource investigation and 
management planning. 

In view of the fact that this remote sensing concept is quite 
technical, and I am not at all qualified to answer questions 
concerning the method, I asked Mr. Rob Welchfrom Stanford 
Research Institute, the originator of the method, to be pre
sent at today's meeting to answer any technical questions 
concerning it that the Board wishes to ask. I certainly hope 
that the Board takes advantage of his technical knowledge, 
to inquire of him of any questions you may have concerning 
this method. 

The aerial photography consisted of vertical shots taken 
at certain specified intervals on both infared and regular 
color film. There were also oblique shots taken from the 
same altitude and covering the same general area. It was 
these photographs that were studied on light table and in 
stereo, which led to certain basic assumptions regarding the 
area. The shoreline was studied in sterovision for potential 
diving areas. The following ten points were used as a basis 
for studying the shoreline and the points were considered as 
criteria in order to develop a systematic field research. 

1. Good beach. 
2. Calm water. We looked here for sheltered coves. 
3. Whether a cove was shallow or deep. 
4. Impossible access. 
5. Access possible by trail construction. 
6. Kelp condition. 
7. Rocks offshore. 
8. Access available now. 
9. Hazards obvious from the photographs. 

10. Parking available thereby. 

With these ten points we were able to distinguish from the 
photography six areas that had definite potential for diving 
activities. Conversely, we were also able to definitely 
eliminate those areas that had little or no potential for 
diving activities. 

In the course of the interpretation and analysis of the 
negatives and photographs, it was found, that some of the 
marine plants manufacturing clorophyll photographed dif
ferent shades of red on the infrared film. This indicated 
that there could be a differentiation of species by the color 
that they photographed. One type of algae actually came out 
orange on the film and this particular algae was found only 
along the shoreline and along the water-washed portion of 
rocks, indicating the tidal range. It was this orange line 
which stood out so clearly on the film that gave us the idea 
of tracing, or checking, the shoreline on the film with that 
of existing maps covering the same area. We soon found that 
there were many glaring discrepancies in the existing maps. 
As a result, we manufactured a true shoreline based on the 
negatives from the flight on a 1" equals 200' scale. This 
was then put on the map that you see hanging on the wall, 
and which represents as accurate a shoreline as you can get 
at that scale. 

Armed with this basic information, obtained from inter
pretation photographs, and large scale photographs of those 
areas which seemed to have the highest potential, and a 
corrected map of the area, a field trip was set up using 
the Fish and Game motor vessel, Albacore. The divers 

Photo by Batl in 



selected to go on this field investigation represented several 
technical fields, including marine biologists, algalogists, 
scuba instructors, underwater safety experts, knowledgeable 
divers having considerable experience in underwater work, 
and for good measure two members of the Advisory Board 
on Underwater Parks and Reserves. It was felt that person
nel comprising the investigating team having diverse under
water interests and knowledge would best be able to give a 
balanced report on the entire field investigation. 

It was the concensus of the group that this area contained 
a wealth of marine plants and animals and was worthy to 
be included as part of a system of underwater parks in the 
State of California. Because of the open ocean aspect of this 
coastline, there were several areas which showed the effects 
of heavy surge and wave action. Also, therewas evidence of 
sloughing of bluffs, presumably coming down during winter 
storms. These two conditions tended to inhibit marine 
growth on the bottom, where they occur. The coves that 
were more sheltered and the nearby rocks had considerable 
plant growth that would be of interest to many people. 

The day we dove the area was after a series of heavy 
swells which tended to make thewater murky. Nevertheless, 
visibility was reported as generally good to excellent from 
30' to 80'. The offshore kelp bed, predominately macro-
cystis, tended to dampen wave action and chop, brought 
about by wind action. However, this crop of kelp was ex
ceptionally heavy, and it was practically a continuous band 
along the entire coastline. 

11 was also the concensus of those present that Waterfall 
Beach had the most potential of all the beaches or coves 
investigated during the trip. This area had everything that 
that was good, including giant beds of hydrocoral located 
outside the kelp bed at about 90'. One of the outstanding 
features reported was a huge group of rock formation on the 
bottom of many of the cove areas. These rocks formed many 
interesting passageways, canyons, natural bridges, and 
caves; hours could be spent investigating the many passage
ways and trails formed by these rocks. 

In all probability this area would not receive a great deal 
of use at the present time because of its location. With 
facilities developed for parking, picnicking, etc., the use 
would definitely pick up and in the future I can see this area 
could be one of the outstanding attractions from an under
water visitors viewpoint, in this part of the state. 

In the course of the investigation it was learned that the 
Monterey Kelp Company is leasing from the Department of 
Fish and Game kelp cutting rights in Monterey County from 
the San Luis Obispo County line to Yankee Point. This lease 
was begun in 1967 and runs until April 1972, with two five 
year options to renew. In other words the lease could go to 
1982, but there are a couple of interesting provisions in this 
lease - 1) any area that is not cut for a two year period 
will be eliminated from their working area. 2) Also, in the 
interest of protecting habitat, the Department of Fish and 
Game can eliminate that area which is felt would be hurt by 
cutting the kelp. As to harvesting kelp, it is limited to 4' be
low the water and the harvest can be no more than fifty 
percent of kelp bed in any one season. 

This lease would in no way prevent Department of Parks 
and Recreation from acquiring this property, subject to the 
lease. As a matter of fact, I see no reason why we couldn't 
live with this lease in view of the fact that kelp grows back 
at such a fast rate. If, however, we did not want any kelp 
cutting in the two and half mile area, we could probably buy 
back the leasing rights from the kelp company. 

In summary then, it is recommended that an underwater 
park be established offshore of Julia Pfeiffer Burns State 
Park. The existing triangulation points as noted on the map 

This park is in the heart of The Big Sur-- one of the most 
picturesque spots along Californias' coastl ine. 

can be used as a basis for a legal description. It is also 
recommended that the seaward boundary be at approximately 
the 100 fathom line, which will insure taking in all diveable 
reefs and to provide a suitable buffer against incompatible 
encroachments. Another reason for the 100 fathom line is 
that this is the point approximately where the Continental 
Shelf curves off rather steeply and where there is a definite 
change in the bottom contours. Also, the 100 fathom line is 
delineated on all navigation charts and easily recognized by 
seafaring men. 

I recommend that consumptive uses within the park area be 
by permit only and the permit to be made at the park head
quarters. I think we can zone areas at Julia Pfeiffer Burns 
Underwater Park for different types of recreational use, 
including a full Reserve, which would act as a control area 
to determine if the other areas are being depleted. Along 
this line, I think that periodic examinations should be con
ducted to insure that the marine resource under our juris
diction and management control is not depleted or damaged 
under the current management program. I further recom
mend that if this designated underwater area is acquired by 
the Department of Parks and Recreation that negotiations 
be carried on with the Monterey Kelp Company to buy up 
their cutting rights in this area. Even though the effects are 
not considered to be damaging to the area, let's say it is the 
principle of the thing. 

I realize that this report is sketchy. Nevertheless, the 
highlights of the underwater area were investigated suf
ficiently to obtain valid data upon which to base the recom
mendations. 

Additional investigations will be necessary in order to 
establish a realistic operational and management plan. I'd 
like to project on the screen for you, examples of the aerial 
photography connected with this project, and to identify 
these areas on the map. 

Photo by Batlin 
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This is one "concept" paper taken from a series prepared by Air. Paul B. Bowling, 

Executive Director of the America the Beautiful Fund 
of the Hatural Area Council, Inc. 

219 Shoteh am Building, Washington, B.C. 20005-

A I M S III Environmental Taskforce 

& .11 across the country concerned Americans are 
striving to preserve the natural character and beauty of 
their communities. In the face of an exploding population 
and rapid urbanization, they have awakened to the dangerous 
misuse and neglect of their natural heritage. Aware now 
that they must stem such abuses before it is too late, they 
are working in all manner of ways to attack the problem. 

But it is not easy. And "working in all manner of ways" 
may not be the answer. For this reason America the Beauti
ful Fund created a special kind of Taskforce. 

The Taskforce is one of the major vehicles used by the 
the Fund to help Americans save the land. Its primary func
tion is to help working groups identify their problems. By 
making a reconnaissance, the Taskforce of experts can 
provide a riffleshot evaluation of the problem area where 
perhaps what existed before were scattergun blasts of 
attention. 

Are You Ready ? 

Any local leadership group that can demonstrate it is 
ready to move ahead with a project is a candidate for the 
services of the Taskforce. The group must have already com
mitted itself to the task and shown that it has the ability to 
carry it out. At this stage then the Taskforce enters the 
scene and provides professional suggestions. 

The Fund's Taskforce is made up of various environmental 
specialists. One recently was composed of a landscape de
signer, a regional planner, an ecologist-conservationist 
and an environmental writer. It varies, according to the 
task. The team makes a field survey, spending from two to 
ten days in the area. At the close of the visit, the specialists 
present to the local leadership a plan for action, giving 
wherever possible step-by-step recommendations. 

What the Taskforce Can Do 

The concept of the Taskforce is direct and simple. It is 
unlike a committee which may spend several months, and 
even years, working with a project. The Taskforce is de
signed to survey the situation on the ground, review existing 
comprehensive plans, pinpoint the trouble-spots, recom
mend action —then move on to another assignment. The 
locality is thereafter on its own, but better equipped to tackle 
the problem. 

Here are some of the direct and indirect results that can 
occur from a Taskforce visit: 

• A fresh approach to the problem. Often over-
familiarity with a problem can cause clouded vision. 
The Taskforce can bring to the situation a new and 
sharp viewpoint. 
• The knowledge of what other communities have done 
in like situations. The Taskforce will draw heavily on 
the successful experiences of other cities. 
• An assembling of local talent. A Taskforce visit 
can arouse and propel the energies of local talent 
into action. 
• An awareness of the practical value of preservation. 
The Taskforce will remind the community that an 
upgrading of the natural environment will pay off in 
dollars and cents as it increases land values. 
• Gain of public acceptance for official planning pro

posals. By pointing out specific parts of a plan that 
can be undertaken immediately— with definite pros
pects for success — officials are likely to put the 
stamp of approval on pending plans. 
• Financial commitment by the citizens. With a plan 
for action in hand, the electorate will be more dis
posed to voting yes on a bond issue. 
• A cutting of red tape. The Taskforce can recom
mend direct personal contacts with organizations 
and individuals who can help. 
• A long-range program. It is believed that the action 
of the Taskforce may inspire the community to work 
toward a long-range program to safeguard its natural 
beauty and develop the full potential of the land. 

Some Questions and Answers 

What kinds of civic, government or other organizations 
are eligible for a Taskforce survey ? 

Towns, cities, counties, regional planning authorities, 
quasi-public and local non-profit organizations. The envi
ronmental problems, however, must offer the chance for 
a challenging response. 

Will America the Beautiful Fund foot the entire cost of 
the Taskforce services? 

The Fund often donates the professional service of the 
specialists. It is expected that the local organization will 
pay travel and living expenses. 

Can you tell us of a good example of Taskforce work ? 
Yes. In Wilkes-Barre, Pa., a Taskforce made a landscape 

reconnaissance for an industrial valley in a mined-out 
region. Called on by the Institute of Municipal Government, 
Wilkes College, a team of four environmental specialists 
spent three days surveying the Wyoming Valley prior to 
the area's Fifth Annual Community Growth Conference.The 
Institute, we might add, was joined in its request for the 
Taskforce by the local Chamber of Commerce. 

At the ensuing Conference, the Taskforce made its report. 
It advised the leadership on ways to draw its many and di
verse organizational resources into one effective package. 
It then listed the good and bad points of the Valley, spelling 
out specific measures that could be taken immediately, 
others that should be attacked on a more long-range basis. 

Some surprises were in store for the residents. They 
learned, for instance, that the scars left on the land by the 
mines should not be their greatest concern. The Taskforce 
felt that corrective measures in planting aided by the resi l
iency of nature in the natural regrowth of birch and aspen, 
would win back much of the land. The Taskforce suggested 
instead that an immediate emphasis be placed on neighbor
hood landscape. Wilke-Barre is now marshalling its forces 
for both short- and long-range attacks on its environmental 
shortcomings. 

No Miracles, Please 
No miracles are promised by a Taskforce visit. But if 

conditions are right for action and if the community is 
ready to roll up its sleeves and go to work, a taskforce 
visit can act as the very catalyst needed to get conserva
tion plans off the drawing board. 


